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The absorption due to pairs of H2 molecules is an important opacity source

in the atmospheres of various types of planets and cool stars, such as late

stars, low-mass stars, brown dwarfs, certain white dwarfs, etc., and therefore

of special astronomical interest [13]. The emission spectra of cool white dwarf

stars differ significantly from the expected blackbody spectra of the cores, due

to collision-induced absorption by collisional complexes of hydrogen and he-

lium in the stellar atmospheres. In order to model the radiative processes in

these atmospheres, which have temperatures of several thousand kelvin, one

needs accurate knowledge of the induced dipole and potential energy surfaces

of collisional complexes such as H2–H2. These come from quantum-chemical

calculations with the H2 bonds stretched or compressed far from equilibrium

length. Since no measurements of the collision-induced absorption for these

high temperatures exist, one has to undertake ab initio calculations which
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take into account the high vibrational excitations of the hydrogen molecules.

However, before one attempts to proceed to higher temperatures where no lab-

oratory measurements exist it is good to know that the formalism is correct

and reproduces the results at temperatures where measurements exist. There-

fore, in order to make sure that the calculations are reliable one compares

the results of the calculations with existing laboratory measurements where

possible before proceeding to higher temperatures.

Molecular hydrogen has always played a special role in the collision-

induced spectroscopies. The rotational transition frequencies of H2 are widely

separated so that translational, rotational and vibrational induced spectral

bands can be studied separately. Moreover, the H2 molecule has a small

anisotropy of the intermolecular interactions which may often be ignored in

first order approximations. In general hydrogen gas is a mixture of para- and

ortho-hydrogen. Para-hydrogen at sufficiently low temperature is not rota-

tionally excited and is therefore an isotropic system. However, the anisotropy

can be turned on and off by raising and lowering the temperature, because the

ratio of para- to ortho-hydrogen depends on the temperature. What is even

more, roughly 90% of all the known matter in the universe is hydrogen, in the

ionized, atomic or molecular states, which makes hydrogen one of the most

important species in astrophysics. The hydrogen molecule is non-polar, and

some of the most important spectra in the near and far infrared and microwave

region are collision-induced, due to H2–H2 complexes.

At the temperature of 297.5K measurements of the collision-induced
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absorption spectra of H2–H2 gas are reported in the frequency range from 1900

to 2260cm−1 [9]. The gas densities for these measurements ranged from 51 to

610 amagat. These measurements were compared with ab initio calculations

of the absorption. For these calculations the isotropic potential approximation

was used. In contrast to previous ab initio calculations [9] agreement between

calculations and measured spectra is now observed over the full frequency

range considered. A major difference to the earlier calculations is that in this

work new dipole and potential energy surfaces were used.

Furthermore, measurements exist of the fundamental band and first

and second overtone of H2 in dense hydrogen gas. They have been compared

with ab initio calculations based on the new method. Over the full range of

frequencies considered the agreement between calculations and measurements

is remarkable. This work demonstrates that the new method is capable of

reproducing the measured spectra where those exist with high accuracy, and

predicts reliable opacities where no laboratory measurements exist.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Historical overview

1.1.1 Discovery

Historically, collision-induced absorption was discovered in the funda-

mental band of oxygen and nitrogen [35]. It was discovered and explained

by Welch in 1949 [13]. Afterwards, in 1954, Maryot et al. discovered CIA

in the microwave region, and in 1964 Trafton found it in the infrared range

in the outer planets. Most notably, Herzberg pointed out for the first time

that sizable H2 concentrations exist in the atmospheres of Uranus and Neptun

[24]. In general, nonpolar species such as H2 and He are difficult to detect re-

motely in such cool environments. Supramolecular signatures have been very

important to reveal such gases. The early observations of absorption bands

in compressed air and oxygen are now understood to be of supramolecular

nature. From then on this process has had great importance and the under-

standing of interaction-induced absorption spectra in the atmospheres of the

planets and their big moons was systematically expanded.
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1.1.2 Present significance

More recently astrophysicists believe that a new, independent estimate

of the age of the universe is possible, based on this field. For this, accurate

knowledge of the absorption of supermolecular pairs such as H2–H2 and H2–He

at temperatures up to 7000K and frequencies from 0 to 20000cm−1 is needed

[33]. Although this effect is of special importance in astronomy it is generally

observed in virtually all dense matter. The earth’ s atmosphere is similarly

affected by interaction-induced spectral signatures in all spectral bands.

It has been well known for a few decades that dense gases of nonpolar

molecules, such as H2, absorb infrared radiation. This absorption is continu-

ous and ranges from the microwave and far infrared regions of the spectrum to

the near infrared and visible, covering all frequencies in between. The reason

for these absorption continua are collissionally interacting pairs of hydrogen

molecules, which in contrast to the non-interacting molecules in general pos-

sess transient electric dipole moments ([65], [13]). Planetary scientists imme-

diately understood the significance of collision-induced absorption (CIA) for

the modeling of the atmospheres of planets ([53], [54]). However, only recently

it was observed that the emission spectra of cool white dwarf stars are sig-

nificantly different from the expected blackbody spectrum of their cores. The

atmospheres are so dense that the CIA in hydrogen and helium suppresses

the infrared emissions strongly ([45], [46], [22], [51], [47], [2]). Up to now de-

tailed modeling of cool stars with proper accounting for the collision-induced

opacities has been impossible because of the highly incomplete or non-existent
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experimental as well as theoretical data on such opacities at temperatures of

thousands of kelvin, but it is nevertheless desirable to have this information

available.

In the past quantum-chemical calculations of the induced dipole sur-

faces of H2–H2 and other supermolecular complexes have been very successful

([41], [63], [60], [62]). Molecular scattering calculations, based on such data

and accounting for the interactions of the molecular complexes with photons

have been undertaken. Close agreement between those calculations and ex-

isting laboratory measurements at low temperatures, T < 300K, has been

observed [13]. However, at higher temperatures virtually no laboratory mea-

surements of such opacities exist. Since those data are needed for current

astrophysical applications our group decided to extend the quantum-chemical

calculations of the induced dipole (ID) and potential energy surfaces (PES)

of H2–H2 complexes to higher temperatures. At the temperatures of concern

the hydrogen molecules are highly rotovibrationally excited, which has to be

taken into account properly in the calculations [33].

1.1.3 General motivation

Since molecular hydrogen is the most abundant species of the universe

in order to get a deeper understanding of the universe as a whole it is impor-

tant to study the properties of hydrogen. Collision-induced radiative effects

play a major role in the heat transfer because H2 is infrared-inactive. In this

work the main focus is on the low absorption by collisional hydrogen com-
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plexes in the frequency range of 1900 to 2260cm−1. This frequency region is

of great importance for the determination of the presence and abundance of

minor constituents in the atmosphere of Jupiter, based on their contributions

to the observed absorption. For this the interaction-induced weak absorption

of H2–H2 collisional complexes must be known as well as possible in order to

separate the unknown contributions from the contributions due to hydrogen.

Knowledge of the collision-induced H2 pair spectra is of utmost astrophysical

interest [9]. Furthermore, this work was undertaken to test the new meth-

ods developed for the high temperatures envisioned and to demonstrate their

validity at temperatures where laboratory measurements exist. Calculations

were undertaken for the rototranslational band of H2–H2 and the fundamental

band and first and second overtone of H2 at the temperature of 300K. Close

agreement between measured and calculated spectra is observed.

1.1.4 Difficulties one encounters in laboratory measurements

Studies of collision-induced pair spectra consist of laboratory absorp-

tion measurements in compressed gases and gas mixtures at different frequen-

cies, densities and temperatures. There exist numerous accurate ab initio

calculations of H2 pair spectra which are generally in close agreement with the

laboratory measurements [13]. However, in the frequency region considered in

this work one encounters several difficulties.

First of all laboratory measurements in this frequency domain are dif-

ficult to obtain accurately because of the weak collision-induced absorption of
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hydrogen in the 5µm band. Thus, one has to work with high gas densities,

which may introduce ternary and higher order contributions that are likely to

affect these measurements. In principle it is possible to separate these higher

order contributions from the purely binary contributions by virial expansion

techniques - described in detail below - but often with substantial associated

uncertainties which renders the thus obtained binary absorption spectrum in-

accurate [9]. This is purely a problem of laboratory measurements because for

astrophysical applications higher order contributions in the frequency range

considered here are insignificant, due to the low gas densities encountered

there. Nevertheless, due to the long absorption paths collision-induced absorp-

tion intensities have considerable values in planetary atmospheres. Whereas

laboratory path lengths seldom exceed a few meters planetary path lengths

are in the order of kilometers. In general the absorption spectra obtained in

the laboratory may be affected by ternary and higher order contributions, to

an unknown extent.

Another difficulty one faces is that ab initio calculations of the collision-

induced absorption spectra require as input the H2–H2 interaction potential

and the interaction-induced dipole surfaces. For both surfaces remarkably

accurate ab initio calculations exist, supported by extensive empirical data

[13]. The dipole surfaces may be represented as a series of overlap-induced,

quadrupole-induced, hexadecapole-induced, ... components, each of which

have different significance [13]. However, whereas the stronger components

may be determined with an uncertainty of a few percent by ab initio calcula-

5



tions, the weaker ones are necessarily much less well known [40]. In regions

of large absorption the weaker components have often negligible contributions

to the absorption but in the far wings some of the weaker, less well known

dipole components have significant influence. This introduces uncertainties in

such absorption calculations which are often large, even in the best theoretical

calculations.

1.1.5 Content of this work

This work compares a recent, very careful measurement of the infrared

absorption in the 5µm band with ab initio calculations of the binary absorp-

tion in dense hydrogen gas. It was undertaken in the hope to improve our

understanding of this important absorption region and to demonstrate that

the new methods developed for high temperature ab initio calculations are

capable to reproduce laboratory measurements at temperatures where mea-

surements exist. Furthermore, ab initio calculations were undertaken for the

rototranslational band of H2–H2 and the fundamental band and first and sec-

ond overtone of H2 at the temperature of 300K. Close agreement between

measured and calculated spectra is observed. Opacities at frequencies and

temperatures where no laboratory measurements exist are predicted.
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Chapter 2

Electromagnetic spectra and spectroscopy -

experimental background

2.1 Experimental background

2.1.1 General background of emission and absorption of electro-
magnetic radiation

When physical systems change their energetic state they can emit or

absorb electromagnetic radiation. This can happen in different ways: One

distinguishes Line-, Band- and continuous spectra.

2.1.2 Line spectra

A Line spectrum is a spectrum that consists of separated, discrete parts

of higher intensity, so called lines. Every material, since consisting of atoms

and molecules, has characteristic, discrete levels of energy, that can be occupied

by electrons. When electrons change between two states the energy difference

between the two levels is swapped through the absorption or emission of a

photon of frequency ν with energy E = h×ν : the difference in the energy

levels equals the energy of the photon, energy conservation. Here, h denotes

Plancks constant. The width of these lines is only broadened due to the

finite lifetime in the order of 10−8s of the excited energy levels according to

7



Heisenberg’ s uncertainty relation,

∆E ×∆t ?
~
2
. (2.1.1)

These line spectra have offered important information and were essen-

tial for the development of quantum mechanics. In astronomy line spectra are

an important source of information about the universe. Since they are char-

acteristic for the atoms or molecules which are involved in the transitions one

can determine the elements that exist in other planets and stars. However,

the number of energy levels in a given material is often very high, but in most

cases there exist a few pairs of energy levels which are more likely to absorb or

emit, in other words the transition probability between these levels is higher

than between other levels, so that there are lines with a much higher intensity

than others.

2.1.3 Band spectra

An absorption band is a wavelength interval in which the electromag-

netic radiation of a radiation source is selectively absorbed by chemical sub-

stances on its way to the detector. Originally continuous spectra of a radiation

source arrive at the detector with dark breaches, so called absorption bands.

Certain intervals of the whole spectrum emitted from the radiation source are

now missing. The so derived picture of the spectrum is called a band spectrum

as well as the corresponding emission spectrum. An absorption spectrum con-

sists of a greater number of apart closely neighboring absorption lines which

8



arise from the coupling of electrical oscillations and rotational excitation in

molecules, so that no separated energy differences are absorbed but a whole

spectrum of energy values, related to the excitation of the molecules. In cer-

tain materials and states it is possible to separate the absorption band in

apart absorption lines by high enough resolution. This is called fine structure

of the absorption band. Here the different molecules only absorb in a specific

wavelength interval.

In atoms there exist several possible transitions. Moreover, in molecules

the number of possible transitions is even more increased due to more degrees

of freedom: in molecules there are besides the electronic transitions in an en-

ergy range in the order of eV furthermore vibrational transitions corresponding

to an energy range in the order of meV and rotational transitions correspond-

ing to energies of µeV. At low excitation energies usually only a few lower

energy levels are occupied due to the Boltzmann distribution. With increas-

ing excitation energies the probability for occupation of higher energy levels

increases. Some of these levels correspond to a rotational state which is de-

fined by a quantum number L. Since rotational states are degenerate by a

factor of L×(L+1) with increasing L this degeneration takes more and more

influence on the probability distribution of occupied states. Furthermore, the

number of possible transitions is increased to a large amount. But not all pos-

sible transitions are (dipole-) allowed. There exist selection rules and the light

intensity corresponding to transitions that do not follow these rules is much

lower than for the allowed ones. Therefore, one usually needs high resolution

9



spectroscopy to detect them. The spectra corresponding to these molecular

transitions are called band spectra since there are several lines in nearly the

same energy range and with low resolution they appear as bands because the

different lines cannot be resolved. This makes it even harder to detect certain

transitions.

2.1.4 Continuous spectra

If one mixes several gases there also occur broadening mechanisms such

as Doppler broadening and pressure broadening, so that the lines become

much more diffuse and some of them even overlap. Unresolved lines appear

as continuous spectra. A continuous spectrum consists at least in a certain

frequency domain of photons of every frequency within that domain.

Furthermore, if one mixes several different atoms and molecules at a

given temperature T, for example in the sun, one can also observe continuous

spectra. According to [21], under equilibrium conditions, at temperatures of

several thousand kelvin, the degree of ionization, α, of rare gases is typically

small, α � 0.01. Thus emission of light comes mainly from neutral-neutral

collisions. However, at higher temperatures, when the degree of single ioniza-

tion is still significantly smaller than unity, electron-neutral and electron-ion

bremsstrahlung are among the principal sources of radiation. As is well ex-

plained by classical electrodynamics this bremsstrahlung is continuous radia-

tion.

The continuous spectrum emitted by the sun is mainly due to bremsstrahlung.

10



In addition free-to-free radiative transitions of electron-ion pairs and free-to-

bound radiative transitions are also continuous [21].

Continuous spectra may furthermore be due to collision-induced emis-

sion, which will be discussed further below. It generates continuous spectra in

completely neutral environments [21].

According to [21] negative ions, such as H− ([55], [18], [34], [15]) and O−

([66], [31], [32]), absorb light very efficiently. The inverse reaction, radiative

attachment, is therefore an important contributor to the continuous emission

spectra whenever negative ions may be formed ([3], [4]).

2.2 Supermolecular spectra

So far we have only considered single atomic and molecular transitions.

But as has been unknown for a very long time there also exist supermolecular

spectra. They have their origin in transitions that occur during the interaction

of several atoms or molecules. Since these transitions take place on very short

time scales, i.e. for the duration of a collision, which usually is in the order of

∆t≈ 10−13s, the ”lines” corresponding to this kind of spectra are very diffuse,

according to Heisenberg’ s uncertainty relation,

∆t×∆ω ?
~
2
. (2.2.1)

Whereas these transitions are usually not observed at standard condi-

tions, i.e. at room temperature and pressures of a few amagat, when there
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are other possible transitions which correspond to much higher intensities, this

kind of absorption plays a major role in dense gases when there are no other

possible transitions due to non polar or symmetric molecules. This is one of

the reasons why it took so long until collision-induced spectroscopy was dis-

covered, in contrast to the common spectroscopy. For example, in cool white

dwarfs, certain stars out in the universe, or in the earth’ s atmosphere this kind

of absorption plays a major role concerning the absorption of electromagnetic

radiation, since other mechanisms nearly do not occur. Furthermore, this kind

of spectra is of great importance in condensed matter physics.

Atomic and molecular systems can exist in a great variety of states.

Spectroscopic lines arise from transitions between such states. However, not all

possible transitions are allowed for emission or absorption of a photon. There

exist selection rules which determine which of the transitions are optically

allowed. However, forbidden transitions may take place without absorption or

emission of a photon, for example in collisional interactions.

At high enough gas densities, corresponding roughly to atmospheric

pressure or slightly higher, absorption by complexes of two or more inter-

acting molecules takes place, called collision-induced absorption, according to

[13]. This field is of great significance and continues to attract numerous sci-

entists from various disciplines. Collision-induced absorption is a basic science

that deals with the interaction of light with supramolecular systems. It should

be remarked that the word supramolecular indicates that these systems pos-

sess further properties in addition to the properties of the single constituents.
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Besides the many applications in atmospheric sciences it has great importance

in many other fields. It generally occurs in all molecular fluids and mixtures

of gases.

In virtually any gas a certain, usually small fraction of the atoms or

molecules (monomers) exists as van der Waals molecules. These are systems of

two or more monomers, bound together by the weak van der Waals intermolec-

ular forces. This work is mainly concerned with complexes of two unbound

monomers which exist only for the very short duration of a fly-by encounter.

Free and bound van der Waals systems have many properties in common.

However, only the latter possess the relative stability of a molecule. Proper-

ties of bound and free van der Waals systems are referred to as supramolecular

properties.

While high-frequency spectra arise from electronic transitions that are

of lesser interest in this work, the low-frequency spectra that occur in the

microwave, infrared and visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum typi-

cally arise from internal rotation and vibration and from molecular encounters.

Since in virtually all spectra rotation and vibration are coupled, they are ref-

ered to as rotovibrational induced spectra.

A quantitative knowledge of the absorption of light by the earth’ s

atmosphere is essential to scientists. Especially, it is important for astronomers

who need to correct their observational data for such absorption as much as

possible.
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Because collisional complexes in molecular gases have much more de-

grees of freedom than those of monatomic gases much richer collision-induced

spectra are observed in a number of spectral bands. Any collisional pair pos-

sesses the degrees of freedom of the translational motion and an associated

kinetic energy of relative motion. Furthermore, if molecular collisions are con-

sidered there are additional degrees of freedom and energies associated with

the rotational and vibrational motion of one or more molecules of the complex.

Correspondingly, photons may be absorbed over a much greater range of fre-

quencies, in the vicinity of the various rotovibrational bands of the molecules,

and at sums and differences of such rotovibrational frequencies, if two or more

molecules interact.

It should be remarked here that the spectroscopic notation Xn(j) has

the following meaning: j = 0, 1, 2, ... corresponds to the rotational quantum

number of the initial state. The subscript n = ν ′-ν is the difference of the

vibrational quantum numbers of initial (ν) and final (ν ′) vibrational state.

Finally, X stands for one of the letters O, P, Q, R, S, ...., each specifying a

different rotational transition: j′ - j = ..., -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, ..., respectively. In

literature, the subscript n is often omitted if it is clear what vibrational band

is referred to.

According to Albert Einstein, for every photon absorption process there

exists an inverse process, called stimulated emission. This stimulated emission

needs to be taken into account if the population of states of sufficiently high

energy is significant. As an example one may consider the far infrared, where
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photon energies are comparable to the mean free thermal energy of collisional

pairs of molecules. Stimulated emission forces the emission to zero as frequen-

cies approach zero.

Atomic and molecular spectroscopy provides fascinating possibilities for

a deeper understanding of the fundamental properties of matter and its inter-

action with electromagnetic radiation. It lead to the development of quantum

mechanics and its experimental verification. Furthermore, the results are very

important in astrophysics, plasma and laser physics. The continuous enhance-

ment of spectroscopic applications had considerable impact on other fields,

including for instance chemistry, energy research, medicine and environmental

protection.

2.3 The electromagnetic spectrum

The electromagnetic spectrum (see figure 2.1) of an object is the char-

acteristic distribution of electromagnetic radiation from that object. This

spectrum extends from below the frequencies used for radio applications of

10−3Hz at the long-wavelength end through gamma radiation of 1024Hz at the

short-wavelength end, covering all the frequencies in between. It is nowadays

believed that the short-wavelength limit is in the order of magnitude of the

Planck length (about 1.6×10−35m) and the long-wavelength limit is the size of

the universe (about 4×1026m), although in principle the spectrum is infinite.

Frequencies in the order of a few Hz and below can be produced by certain stel-

lar nebulae, whereas frequencies as high as 1027Hz have been detected from
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Figure 2.1: The electromagnetic spectrum
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astrophysical sources. According to Albert Einstein the frequency ν of the

light is related to the photon energy E by

E = h× ν = h× c

λ
. (2.3.1)

Here c denotes the speed of light. Therefore, high-frequency electro-

magnetic waves have a short wavelength λ and high energy E.

Generally, electromagnetic radiation is classified by wavelength into

radio wave, microwave, infrared, the visible region we perceive as light, ul-

traviolet, x-rays and gamma rays. When electromagnetic radiation interacts

with atoms and molecules, its behavior depends on the amount of energy per

quantum it carries. Spectroscopy can detect a much wider region of the elec-

tromagnetic spectrum than the visible range of about 400nm to 800nm.

While the classification scheme is generally well defined, in reality there

is often some overlap between neighboring types of electromagnetic energy. For

example waves of 60Hz may be received and studied by astronomers, or may

be deducted along wires as electric power. In the following a brief overview of

the different frequency regions of electromagnetic radiation is given.

2.3.1 Radio frequency

Radio frequency is a frequency within the range of about 3Hz to 300GHz.

This range corresponds to the frequency of alternating electrical current signals

used to produce and detect radio waves. Radio waves are generally utilized
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by antennas of appropriate size, according to the principle of resonance, with

wavelengths ranging from hundreds of meters to about one millimeter. They

are used for transmission of data, via modulation. For example, television,

mobile phones, wireless networking and amateur radio all use radio waves.

They can be made to carry information by varying combination of amplitude,

frequency and phase of the wave within a frequency band. Since most of

the range of this radiation is beyond the vibration rate that most mechanical

systems can respond to, radio frequency refers to oscillations in electrical cir-

cuits. When electromagnetic radiation strikes upon a conductor it couples to

the conductor, travels along it and induces an electric current on the surface

of that conductor by exciting the electrons of the conducting material. This

effect, called skin effect, is applied in antennas. It describes the tendency that

an alternating electric current distributes itself inside a conductor so that the

current density near the surface of the conductor is greater than at its core.

Furthermore, with increasing frequency the Poynting vector, which describes

the direction and amplitude of the electromagnetic energy flux, gets crowd

out of the conductor. This effect causes the effective resistance of the conduc-

tor to increase with frequency of the current and thus sets a high frequency

limit for the application of antennas. Electrical currents that oscillate at ra-

dio frequency have special properties not shared by direct current signals, for

instance the ease with which they can ionize air to create a conductive path

through air.
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2.3.2 The microwave region

Electromagnetic radiation is also able to cause certain molecules to

absorb energy and thus to heat up, causing thermal effects. This is used in

microwave ovens. Microwaves are capable of heating materials in less than one

percent of the time conventional heating methods would take.

The super high frequency and extremely high frequency of microwaves

comes next up the frequency scale. They are waves which are short enough to

employ tubular metal waveguides of reasonable diameter. Wavelengths range

from 1mm to 1m. Apparatus and techniques may be described qualitatively

as ”microwave” when the wavelengths of the signal are roughly the same as

the dimensions of the equipment. As a consequence, practical microwave tech-

niques tend to move away from the discrete resistors, capacitors and inductors

used with radio waves. Instead, open wire and coaxial transmission lines give

way to waveguides, and lumped-element turned circuits are replaced by cav-

ity resonators or resonant lines. Effects of reflection, polarization, scattering,

diffraction and atmospheric absorption usually associated with visible light are

of practical significance in the study of microwave propagation. Microwave en-

ergy is produced in vacuum tube based devices which operate on the ballistic

motion of electrons in a vacuum under the influence of controlling electric or

magnetic fields. They include the magnetron, klystron, traveling wave tube

and gyrotron and work in the density modulated mode rather than the current

modulated mode. This means that they work on the basis of clumps of elec-

trons flying ballistically through them, rather than using a continuous stream.
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They can also be created by a Maser, which is a device similar to a laser.

Microwaves are absorbed by molecules with a dipole moment in liquids.

This dipole moment does not have to be a permanent dipole moment, since the

microwaves field-induce dipoles. Due to a change in direction and amplitude of

the electromagnetic field they are capable of producing dipole moments even in

nonpolar matter. The microwaves couple to the permanent or induced dipole

moment causing forces that attempt to rotate the molecules in order to mini-

mize the energy of the molecules in the field. However, because the direction of

the microwaves changes with their period, in every half period the molecules

get oriented in a different direction. This causes the molecules to oscillate

around their equilibrium position, which means that their temperature is in-

creased. It should be remarked that every kind of matter possesses a certain

loss angle for microwaves, whose magnitude depends on the material under

consideration and on the frequency of the microwaves. The loss angle quan-

tifies the inherent dissipation of electromagnetic energy by the material at a

certain frequency. Volumetric heating as used by microwaves transfers energy

through the material electromagnetically, not as a thermal heat flux, which

causes a more uniform heating and reduced heating time. Above 300GHz, the

absorption of electromagnetic radiation by the earth’ s atmosphere is so great

that it is effectively opaque, until the atmosphere becomes transparent again

in the so called infrared and optical window frequency ranges as is illustrated

in figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: The earth’ s atmospheric transmittance to various wavelengths of
electromagnetic radiation (from NASA)
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2.3.3 Terahertz radiation

Terahertz radiation is the region of the spectrum between the far in-

frared and microwaves. Until recently the range was rarely studied but appli-

cations such as imaging and communications are now appearing. It is non-

ionizing submillimeter microwave radiation and shares with microwaves the

capability to penetrate a wide variety of non-conducting materials. It can

pass through clothing, paper, cardboard, wood, masonry, plastic and ceramics

but it cannot penetrate metal or water. The earth’ s atmosphere absorbs ter-

ahertz radiation very strongly, so its range is quite short. Terahertz radiation

is emitted as part of the black body radiation from anything with a tem-

perature greater than about 10K. While this thermal emission is very weak,

observations at these frequencies are important for characterizing the cold 10

- 20K dust in the interstellar medium in the Milky Way galaxy, and in distant

starburst galaxies. Telescopes operating in this band include the James Clerk

Maxwell Telescope, the Caltech Submillimeter Observatory and the Submil-

limeter Array at the Mauna Kea Observatory in Hawaii. The opacity of the

earth’ s atmosphere to submillimeter radiation restricts these observatories to

very high altitude sites, or to space. As of 2004 the only viable sources of

terahertz radiation were the gyrotron, the backward wave oscillator, the far

infrared laser, the quantum cascade laser, the free electron laser, synchrotron

light sources, photo mixing sources and the single cycle sources used in Tera-

hertz time domain spectroscopy.
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2.3.4 Infrared radiation

The infrared part of the electromagnetic spectrum covers the range

from 300GHz to 400THz and can be divided into three parts: from 300GHz

to 30THz there is the far-infrared. This radiation is typically absorbed by ro-

tational modes of molecules in the gas-phase, by molecular motions in liquids

and by phonons in solids. The water in the earth’ s atmosphere absorbs so

strongly in this range that it renders the atmosphere effectively opaque. How-

ever, there are certain wavelength ranges within this range which allow partial

transmission and can be used for astronomy. The far-infrared region may be

used for rotational spectroscopy which studies the absorption and emission of

electromagnetic radiation by molecules associated with a corresponding change

in the rotational quantum number of the molecule. This kind of spectroscopy

is only really practical in the gas phase where the rotational motion is quan-

tized. In solids or liquids the rotational motion is usually quenched due to

collisions. Rotational spectra from a molecule (to first order) require that the

molecule has a dipole moment, that means a separation between two unlike

charges. It is the dipole moment that enables the electric field of the light to

exert a torque on the molecule causing it to rotate more quickly or slowly.

Diatomic molecules, such as dihydrogen (H2), do not have a dipole mo-

ment and hence no purely rotational spectrum. However, electronic excitations

can lead to asymmetric charge distributions and thus provide a net dipole mo-

ment to the molecule. Under such circumstances these molecules will exhibit a

rotational spectrum. As the number of atoms increases the spectrum becomes
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more complex as lines due to different transitions start overlapping.

In quantum mechanics the free rotation of a molecule is quantized,

that is, the rotational energy Erot and the angular momentum L can only take

certain fixed values. What these values are is simply related to the moment

of inertia I of the molecule. Furthermore, a molecule is always in vibration.

As the molecule vibrates, its moment of inertia changes, which causes the

rotational energy to change. It should be remarked that in general the time for

vibration is much shorter than the time required for rotation so that rotation

and vibration can approximately be treated separately.

After this range there comes the mid-infrared with frequencies from 30

to 120THz. Hot objects can emit strongly in this range. It is absorbed by

molecular vibrations, where the different atoms in a molecule vibrate around

their equilibrium positions. This range is sometimes called the fingerprint

region since the spectrum of a binding is very specific for that binding. A

group of atoms in a molecule may have multiple modes of oscillation caused

by the stretching and bending motions of the group as a whole.

Then follows the near-infrared with frequencies of 120 to 400THz. Phys-

ical processes that are relevant for this range are similar to those for visible

light, which comes above the infrared light and is really a very small portion of

the electromagnetic spectrum. Infrared radiation can be used to determine re-

motely the temperature of objects (if the emissivity is known), which is called

thermography. The amount of radiation emitted by an object increases with

temperature according to the Stefan Boltzmann law. Therefore, thermography
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allows one to see variations in temperature. In the range of the visible light

the sun and the stars similar to it emit most of their radiation. It is typically

absorbed by electrons of the constituents that change from one energy level to

another.

Traditionally, microwave spectra were determined using a simple ar-

rangement in which low pressure gas was introduced to a section of wave-

guides between a microwave source (of variable frequency) and a microwave

detector. The spectrum was obtained by sweeping the frequency of the source

while detecting the intensity of the transmitted radiation. More recently, mi-

crowave spectra have often been obtained using Fourier Transform Microwave

Spectroscopy.

Microwave spectroscopy is commonly used in physical chemistry to de-

termine the structure of small molecules with high precision. Other common

techniques such as x-ray crystallography do not work very well for some of

these molecules, especially the gases, and are not precise. However, microwave

spectroscopy is not useful for determining the structure of large molecules such

as proteins. Microwave spectroscopy is one of the principal methods by which

the constituents of the universe are determined remotely from the earth.

2.3.5 Visible electromagnetic radiation - light

If radiation having a frequency in the visible region of the electromag-

netic spectrum reflects off of an object and then strikes our eyes this results

in our visual perception of the scene. A typical human eye will respond to
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wavelengths in air from about 380nm to 750nm. A light adapted eye generally

has its maximum sensitivity at around 555nm, that is in the green region of

the optical spectrum. The spectrum does not, however, contain all the colors

the human eye and brain can distinguish. Unsaturated colors such as pink are

absent, because they can only be made by a mix of multiple wavelengths. The

eyes of many species perceive wavelengths different from the spectrum visible

to the human eye. For example, many insects can see light in the ultraviolet,

which is useful for finding nectar in flowers.

The visible spectrum can be analyzed by using a prism: when a narrow

beam of visible light strikes the ace of a glass prism at an angle, some of the

beam passes into and through the glass, emerging as different color bands. All

light travels at the same speed in vacuum, whereas the speed of light within a

material is lower than the speed of light in vacuum, and the ratio of speeds is

known as the index of refraction of the material. Because the refractive index

of a wave in material depends on its frequency (in accordance with a dispersion

relation), light consisting of multiple frequencies - for instance “white” light -

will be dispersed at the interface between the material and air or vacuum.

2.3.6 Ultraviolet radiation

Next in frequency comes ultraviolet. As this kind of radiation is very

energetic it can break chemical bonds, making molecules unusually reactive

or ionizing them, in general changing their mutual behavior. The sun emits

a large amount of UV radiation which could quickly turn the earth into a
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barren desert. Fortunately, most of it is absorbed by the atmosphere’ s ozone

layer before reaching the surface. Most humans are aware of the effects of

UV radiation through the painful condition of sunburn. The UV spectrum

has many other effects, including both beneficial and damaging changes to the

human health.

2.3.7 X-rays

Next come x-rays. They penetrate with little loss through some things

and high loss through others, and have many applications in high energy

physics and astronomy. This kind of radiation is emitted by neutron stars and

accretion disks around black holes which enables us to study these objects. X-

rays are capable of passing through most substances which makes them useful

in medicine and industry. They are given off by stars and strongly by some

types of nebulae. An x-ray machine works by firing a beam of electrons at a

target. If the electrons are fired with sufficient energy, x-rays will be produced.

2.3.8 Gamma rays

After the hard x-rays there come gamma rays. They are the most en-

ergetic photons having no defined lower limit to their wavelength. They are

useful to astronomers in the study of high energy objects and find use with

physicists due to their penetrative ability and their production from radioiso-

topes. Their wavelength can be measured with high accuracy by means of

compton scattering.
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2.4 Electromagnetic spectroscopy

The spectroscopy of electromagnetic spectra emitted from atoms emit-

ting quanta of electromagnetic radiation is called electromagnetic spectroscopy.

It is done with the aid of appropriate spectrometers. This spectroscopy can

be classified into narrower fields, although in some spectroscopic techniques

several processes may be happening at the same time.

Emission spectroscopy is the study of electromagnetic radiation spectra

emitted by atoms or molecules that undergo transition to a lower energy level.

It determines the wavelength of the emitted photons. Since each element emits

a characteristic set of discrete wavelengths according to its electronic struc-

ture, the elemental composition of a sample can be determined by observing

these wavelengths. Generally, emission spectroscopy deals with visible light

and shorter wavelengths, since fluorescence and phosphorescence, as these pro-

cesses are called, less likely happen with longer wavelengths. However, there

are many ways in which atoms can be brought to an excited state.

Absorption spectroscopy, on the other hand, is the study of electromag-

netic radiation spectra absorbed by atoms or molecules that change energy

levels. Often it is used as an analytical technique, since specific chemical com-

pounds have a specific absorption spectrum that acts as a fingerprint for these

compounds. Moreover, the amount of absorption is related to the amount of

absorbing compound. Thus, absorption spectroscopy can be used to determine

the concentration of chemical compounds in samples.
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2.4.1 Supramolecular spectroscopy

Spectroscopy is concerned with the interaction of light with matter.

Generally it is observed that the spectra of dense gases differ from the

spectra of the same gases at low densities. With from near zero increasing

gas density first the familiar, allowed rotovibrational and electronic bands

may appear in the appropriate frequency region (if there is such an allowed

spectrum) [13]. Intensities of this spectrum increase linearly with increasing

gas density. As the gas density is further increased, at intermediate densities

generally new absorption bands occur whose intensity increases in any case

nonlinearly in gas density, quadratic, cubic, ... The origin of these new bands

are van der Waals complexes of two or more molecules which may be free, i.e.

transient collisional complexes, or bound, i.e. weakly bound van der Waals

molecules. Generally such absorption bands are found in all molecular gases,

no matter wether the gases consist only of infrared-inactive molecules.

The H2 molecule, like other diatomic molecules with inversion symme-

try, is certainly infrared inactive, because this symmetry is inconsistent with

the existence of a dipole moment. Thus, at low gas densities no absorption

of electromagnetic radiation by hydrogen molecules occurs. Nevertheless, in

solid, liquid and gaseous hydrogen at high enough densities absorption in the

infrared part of the electromagnetic spectrum is observed. This absorption can

be explained with the model of a supramolecular (collision-induced) process,

which will be discussed further in the next chapter.
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This work deals with collision-induced absorption of radiation in gases

in the infrared region of the spectrum. Supramolecular spectra arise from

interaction-induced dipole moments, i.e. dipole moments that do not exist

in the non-interacting molecules. For any detailed treatment of interaction-

induced processes the concept of a supramolecule is a most useful concept.

For a long time spectroscopists have known certain phenomena caused

by collisions, such as the pressure broadening of spectral lines. However, pres-

sure broadened lines are normally not considered to be collision-induced. Pres-

sure broadened means that no new intensity is created but the existing line

intensities are just spread over a greater frequency band. In contrast to that

collision-induced means that new intensity is created that does not have its

origin in single molecules but in the existence of supramolecules. The defi-

nition of interaction-induced absorption as it is used in this work implies the

existence of a dipole component that arises from the interaction of two or more

atoms or molecules, leading at high enough gas density to discernible spectral

line intensities in excess of the sum of the absorption of the atoms/ molecules

of the complex.

2.5 Dimers and larger clusters

At close range intermolecular forces are repulsive and become attractive

at distant range. At intermediate gas densities most of the common gases form

dimers. At high densities higher than binary complexes are expected, too.

Collision-induced absorption arises mainly from multi-polar induction.
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The frequencies of interest for studies of collision-induced absorption

range from microwave frequencies to the ultraviolet, depending on the sys-

tems and specific transitions considered. Collision-induced absorption is not

limited to the far infrared. As is well known molecules may vibrate. In general

vibrational transition frequencies are much higher than rotational transition

frequencies, namely roughly a few thousand cm−1.

The light sources, monochromators, detectors and pressure cells needed

for such studies are more or less the same as in the conventional spectro-

scopies. Temperature control has been essential in much of the studies of

collision-induced absorption. Temperature variation accesses different parts

of the intermolecular interaction potential and redistributes the relative im-

portance of overlap and multi-polar induction. As a note aside it should be

mentioned that at low temperatures collision-induced line shapes are relatively

sharp, so that induced lines may be resolved whose structures may be masked

at higher temperatures.

Figure 2.3 shows the absorption spectra of gaseous, liquid and solid

hydrogen. As is obvious from the figure the absorption spectra become more

striking with lower temperature from the gaseous over the liquid to the solid

state.

According to [13] the translational state of a pair of atoms is given

by the energy, E, and the angular momentum, L2, Lz, of relative motion. A

major difference between this energy and the vibrational energy, Eν , is that it is

continuous whereas vibrational energies are discrete. The angular momentum
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of collision-induced absorption in gaseous (upper
part), liquid (middle part) and solid (lower part) hydrogen
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is analogous to the rotational angular momentum, J2, Jz.

It should be pointed out here that the translational transitions of virtu-

ally all molecules are infrared active, even if the individual molecules are not.

This is true for all supramolecules, except for those which posses a symmetry,

which is inconsistent with the existence of a dipole moment. Supramolecular

spectra, like molecular and electronic spectra, may be of the electronic or the

rotovibrational type. However, in this work only the rotovibrational type is

investigated. Supramolecular electronic spectra exist, but are not as universal

as the rotovibrational induced spectra. The major concern of this work is on

absorption of electromagnetic radiation by binary complexes, for which nu-

merous high quality measurements exist. These can be described theoretically

quite rigorous. This makes it possible to compare the fundamental theory

directly with the measured binary spectra.

2.5.1 Laboratory measurements

Since collision-induced absorption is usually very weak but gas cell di-

mensions are generally limited laboratory measurements of collision-induced

absorption require compressed gases, i.e. higher densities than what is usually

encountered in the absorbing regions of planetary and stellar atmospheres.

Measurable CIA requires either long path lengths or high densities. However,

the high pressure used for laboratory measurements can introduce many-body

effects. These effects are undesirable if one wants to study the purely bi-

nary collision-induced absorption. Theory is capable of describing the binary
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collision-induced absorption. This is one of the points that distinguishes good

laboratory measurements from bad ones, the amount to which they attempt

to minimize many-body effects. Another point to mention is the temperature

where one makes measurements. It is fair to expect laboratory measurements

at room temperature to be more accurate than at other temperatures because

for room temperature one does not have to deal with undesired temperature

gradients. Despite the many difficulties one encounters in laboratory measure-

ments of collision-induced absorption some excellent measurements exist.

In measuring near infrared spectra one can use photomultipliers and

photo diodes. However, in the far infrared, where photon energies are much

lower, one has to use thermistors and thermopiles. It is even more difficult to

obtain accurate measurements of translational spectra.
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Chapter 3

Theoretical Background

There exist numerous monographs, review articles and other references

such as the excellent book [13] on the general theory of collision-induced ab-

sorption. In the following a short overview, based on [19] will be given. Most

of the presented formulas are so general that they are valid for a great vari-

ety of gases and mixtures. Throughout this overview the Born-Oppenheimer

approximation is applied, i.e. the nuclear motions are assumed to be slow

compared to the electronic motions, that is, all potential energy and dipole

surfaces are assumed to be independent of the velocity of the nuclei. Bound

composites, so called van der Waals molecules, are formed by most pairs of

atoms or molecules. At low temperatures, i.e. in the order of hundred Kelvin

and less, these contribute to the CIA spectrum with sharp features. However,

this work will only deal with higher temperatures and thus free-free transitions

dominate the spectra. Van der Waals molecules can safely be ignored, since

their effect at the temperatures considered is negligible.

In the following all formulas are presented in cgs units. However, if one

prefers SI units proper factors of 4πε0 have to be inserted in all formulas that

contain electromagnetic fields. The necessary physical constants can be found
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in the appendix.

3.0.2 Intermolecular potentials

The ideal gas law is valid for non-interacting point like particles. It

is a good approximation for rarefied gases at high temperatures in that it is

in close agreement with measurements of the pressure, density and tempera-

ture. However, it obviously neglects important features of gaseous matter, for

instance condensation and incompressibility of liquids and solids.

Even though the true nature of intermolecular forces could only be un-

derstood after the development of quantum mechanics it is remarkable that

as early as in 1873 van der Waals developed his famous equation of state [13].

This was a significant improvement over the ideal gas law for the description

of real gases. It assumes a repulsion like that of hard spheres at near range

and attraction at more distant range. However, the Pauli principle, developed

much later, is needed to understand why at close range there occurs repul-

sion. When atoms or molecules approach each other closely enough so that

their electronic clouds overlap, the energy increases because the Pauli principle

forces electrons into higher states [13]. According to the principle of energy

minimization this causes repulsion. It should be mentioned that not only the

electrons but also the Coulomb forces between the nuclei contribute to the

repulsion at near range.

For Gravitational forces up to now no satisfying theory exists that

is compatible with the other forces but since they are roughly 30 orders in
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magnitude weaker than the electrical forces they can safely be ignored in most

cases.

From the discovery of quantum mechanics to the late 1960s most re-

search on intermolecular forces was based on two assumptions, first that the

intermolecular potential could be represented by simple functions such as the

two-parameter Lennard-Jones model, and secondly that the intermolecular

energy of a molecular complex is well represented by the sum of their pair

interaction energies. However, both assumptions turned out to be wrong and

have obstructed significant progress in the field (Maitland et al., 1981). This

changed significantly since the 1970s with the advent of new accurate mea-

surements of various bulk properties [13]. More recently also vastly improved

ab initio computations and direct inversions of measurements have been pos-

sible. These permit the construction of intermolecular potentials without any

ad hoc assumption concerning the analytic form of the potential. Today it

is well known that the repulsive branch of the intermolecular energy of rare

gas pairs has an exponential form, in contrast to the R−12 dependence of the

Lennard-Jones model.

It should be mentioned that in general, if molecules are involved, isotropic

potential functions are inadequate since angular dependencies reflecting the

molecular symmetries have to be taken into account. In general up to five

angular variables may be needed for a complete description of the anisotropy.

However, in many cases the isotropic interaction approximation (IPA) can be

used with sufficient accuracy [13].
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In general molecules have internal degrees of freedom. They may vi-

brate or rotate, which modifies their interactions with other molecules. Vi-

brating molecules often appear bigger and more anisotropic. However, the

vibrational dependence has only been carefully modeled for a few systems,

and only a few molecular interaction potentials are well known.

3.0.3 Cross sections

There are many ways how one can define a cross section of collisions,

for example for elastic, inelastic, super-elastic, reactive, etc. collisions. In

this work the main focus is on elastic collisions of atoms and molecules in the

presence of light.

According to [13] for isotropic potentials the differential scattering cross

section is given by

∂Q12

∂Ω
=

1

2iκ

∞∑
l=0

(2l + 1)Pl (cos (χ)) [exp (2iηl)− 1], (3.0.1)

where Pl(cos(χ)) are the Legendre polynomials, ηl are the scattering

phase shifts and the magnitude of the wave vector κ is related to the trans-

lational kinetic energy of relative motion ET via ~κ = 2m12ET . It should be

pointed out here that the expression for the scattering cross section is consis-

tent with all experimental facts. From equation (3.0.1) the total cross section

can be calculated according to [13],
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Q12 = 2π

∫ π

0

∂Q12

∂Ω
sin (χ) dχ. (3.0.2)

In general it is a function of the relative speed v12 of the encounter and

is large at the smallest speeds, where the intermolecular forces dominate.

3.1 Time scales

In the theory of collisions, at not too high gas densities, one distin-

guishes three different times associated with collisions. They turn out to be

helpful for the understanding of spectral line shapes and are namely the aver-

age time between collisions, the duration of a molecular fly-by and the duration

of the spectroscopic interaction.

The mean time between collisions, τ12, is the reciprocal collision fre-

quency ν12, which in turn is related to the total scattering cross section Q12.

Further details may be found in [13]. For rough estimates, the collisional cross

section may be assumed to be velocity-independent,

Q12 = Q0 = constant (3.1.1)

(hard sphere approximation) and the mean time between collisions can

be estimated as

τ12 =
1

ν12

=
1

v̄12n2Q0

(3.1.2)
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with

v̄12 =

√
8kT

πm12

. (3.1.3)

Here, n is the particle number density and m12 is the reduced mass of

the collisional pair,

m12 =
m1m2

m1 +m2

(3.1.4)

with the masses mi of species i. The average relative speed of a col-

lisional pair is of the order of the root-mean-square speed, which is approxi-

mately equal to the speed of sound and varies with temperature as T−1/2. For

hydrogen gas at standard temperature (273K) and pressure (1 atmosphere)

the mean time between collisions amounts to roughly 0.07×10−9s [13]. The

mean time between collisions decreases with density as 1/n.

The duration of a fly-by encounter is according to [13] approximately

given by

∆t ≈ σ

v̄12

. (3.1.5)

σ = σ1 + σ2 is the sum of the diameters of the interacting atoms (hard

sphere approximation) and may be approximated by the root of the intermolec-

ular interaction potential, V0(σ) = 0. This duration varies with temperature
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as T−1/2, is density invariant and for hydrogen gas at standard temperature

amounts roughly to 1.6×10−13s [13].

Spectral intensities are proportional to the dipole moment squared. In

optics the mean duration of optical interactions is given by

x∆t′ = Rs/v̄12, (3.1.6)

where Rs is the range of optical interactions. For details the reader is

referred to [13]. Typically durations vary as T−1/2, are density independent

and amount to roughly 10−13s at room temperature.

It should be pointed out here that near standard temperature and pres-

sure, the time between collisions is about three orders of magnitude greater

than the duration of a collision. Thus, a Maxwellian distribution of velocities

is reasonable and, if the interactions have a range not greater than the size of

the atoms, the concept of binary interactions appears to be a good model [13].

However, at densities approaching liquid state density, i.e. several hundred

amagats, the time between collisions and the duration of a collision become

comparable and each particle is interacting with several partners at a time.

Under such conditions the time scales considered above become meaningless.

Even though collisional complexes exist only for very short times, i.e.

times in the order of 10−13s, the duration of a molecular fly-by encounter, they

are a physical reality like for example van der Waals molecules. Whereas con-

ventional spectroscopy generally emphasizes the measurement of frequency and
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energy levels, collision-induced spectroscopy mainly aims for the measurement

of absorption intensity and line shape [13]. Collision-induced spectroscopy may

be used to provide information on intermolecular interaction, e.g. multipole

moments and range of exchange forces, intermolecular dynamics and optical

bulk properties [14].

The kinetic energy of relative motion of a molecular pair is a continuum

with width in the order of the thermal energy, Efree ≈ 3kT/2 [13]. There

occur radiative transitions between free states which are relatively diffuse, in

reflection of the short lifetime of the supramolecule. It should be mentioned

that van der Waals molecules have relatively few bound states. At not too

low temperatures many more free pair states are populated than dimer states

which results in smaller intensities.

In general collision-induced spectra consist of contributions arising from

free-to-free, free-to-bound, bound-to-bound and bound-to-free transitions. At

temperatures T much greater than the well depth ε of the intermolecular po-

tential, kT� ε, the observed absorption is nearly fully due to free-to-free

transitions, but individual dimer lines or bands may still be quite prominent

unless pressure broadening or perhaps ternary interactions have obliterated

such structures. On the other hand, at low temperature, kT> ε, spectral

components involving bound dimers become most prominent [13].
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3.1.1 The hydrogen molecule

In the following some relevant formulas for the hydrogen molecule will

be covered. These considerations are generally valid for all diatomic molecules

[19]. Since this work deals with H2 molecules in their electronic ground state,

i.e. in the 1Σ+
g state, only this case will be treated. Thus, it is sufficient for a

description of the dynamics to consider the Hamilton operator for the nuclear

motion,

HH−H(r) = − ~2

mH

∇2
r + V H−H(r). (3.1.7)

Here, r is a vector of length r pointing in the direction from one proton

to the other, mH is the atomic hydrogen mass and VH−H is the inter-atomic

potential energy. ~ is the reduced Planck constant and ∇r is the nabla op-

erator. It should be noted that in the isotropic potential approximation the

potential energy only depends on the relative distance r between the two pro-

tons. In the expression for the kinetic energy operator in equation (3.1.7) the

Laplace operator can be rewritten according to [19] as follows,

∇2
r =

1

r

∂2

∂r2
r −

(
j

~r

)2

. (3.1.8)

In this equation j is the dumbbell angular momentum of the diatom

[19]. Like in any other central force problem the Hamilton operator in equation

(3.1.7) has eigen functions of the form
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vνj(r)

r
Yjmj

(r̂). (3.1.9)

These are separable in the radial and in angular coordinates [19].

r̂ = (cos(Φ)× sin(Θ), sin(Φ)× cos(Θ), cos(Θ))T (3.1.10)

is the unit vector used to indicate the angular variables Θ and Φ and

T denotes the transpose. Since

j2Yjmj
= ~2j (j + 1)Yjmj

, (3.1.11)

the Schroedinger equation for the H2 molecule, which in general is a

second order partial differential equation,

(HH−H − Eνj × I)
vνj(r)

r
Yjmj

(r̂) = 0, (3.1.12)

where I is the unit operator, becomes a second order ordinary differen-

tial equation of one variable, the radial distance r,

(
− ~2

mH

d2

dr2
+

~2j(j + 1)

mHr2
+ V H−H (r)− Eνj

)
vνj (r) = 0 (3.1.13)

for the radial wave function vνj [19]. These vibrational wave functions,

vνj can be obtained by numerical integration of equation (3.1.13) using the
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Numerov procedure and an ab initio potential V H−H from [59]. Although the

convention of the signs of the radial wave function is arbitrary here they have

been fixed for convenience so that the matrix element

〈νj|r|ν ′j′〉 :=

∫ ∞
−∞

v∗νj(r)rvν′j′(r)dr (3.1.14)

is always positive. ∗ denotes the complex conjugate. The eigen values

EH−H
νj can be obtained by solving equation (3.1.13) [19].

3.1.2 Identical nuclei

In quantum mechanics whenever two or more nuclei of a molecule are

identical one has to take into account exchange symmetry. Then, including

the nuclear spin state χ and the electronic wave function Φ rather than the

wave function in equation (3.1.9) one has the following eigen state of a diatom

[19],

Ψ(r; 1, 2) =
vνj(r)

r
Yjmj

(r̂)χSMS
(s1, s2)Φ(r). (3.1.15)

In equation (3.1.15) s1 and s2 are the two nuclear spins, and by the

laws of quantum mechanics for the addition of spins S = s1 + s2 is the total

nuclear spin. The eigenvalues m1 and m2 of the z-components of s1 and s2,

and χSMS
are according to [19] related to each other by the Clebsch-Gordan

series, given by
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χSMS
(s1, s2) =

∑
m1,m2

C (s1, s2,S;m1,m2,MS) |m1m2〉. (3.1.16)

If the two nuclei are identical, s1 = s2 and quantum statistics requires

that

Ψ (−r, s1, s2) = ±Ψ (r; s1, s2) (3.1.17)

with the + sign for bosonic nuclei (integer spin) and the - sign for

fermionic nuclei (half-integer spin). In this work only the electronic ground

state is of interest. For homo-nuclear diatoms the electronic ground state is

one of Σ+
g , Σ−g , Σ+

u or Σ−u . The majority of the diatoms is in the state Σ+
g .

The H2 groundstate is without exception 1Σ+
g . The Σ+

g and Σ−u states are even

under nuclear exchange, i.e. Φ(−r) = Φ(r), whereas the Σ−g and Σ+
u states are

odd, so that Φ(−r) = −Φ(r). For the case of diatoms consisting of hydrogen

the nuclei are two protons which have spin 1/2. Thus, the spin states χSMS

are the anti-symmetric

χ00 =
1√
2

(| ↑↓〉 − | ↓↑〉) (3.1.18)

and the symmetric triplet states

χ1−1 = | ↓↓〉, (3.1.19)
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χ10 =
1√
2

(| ↑↓〉+ | ↓↑〉) , (3.1.20)

χ1+1 = | ↑↑〉, (3.1.21)

where ↑ indicates m = 1/2 and ↓ indicates m = -1/2. The radial part

of Ψ is unaffected by an exchange of nuclei and Φ is even. Thus, Yjmj
(r̂)

and χSmS
have to fulfill the requirements of equation (3.1.17). The spherical

harmonics obey the relation

Yjmj
(−r̂) = (−1)jYjmj

(r̂). (3.1.22)

Therefore, if j is even the nuclear spin state has to be a singlet and if

j is odd it must be one of the triplet states. Correspondingly, in nature there

are three times more possibilities for odd j than for even j [19]. In theory this

difference in abundance is described by the nuclear spin statistical weight gj.

Values of gj can be read of from tables of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients.

Often a hydrogen molecule in the odd j state is referred to as ortho-

hydrogen, o-H2, and if it is in the even j state it is called para-hydrogen, p-H2.

If no magnetic material is present to enhance the spin flip rate in reality nuclear

spin flips are extremely rare in ordinary collisions between molecules or be-

tween the molecules and the container walls. Thus, in practice, para-hydrogen

behaves as a different species than ortho-hydrogen, and computations can be

carried out for one species at a time [19].
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3.1.3 The radiation field

Including the electromagnetic field in the Hamilton operator requires

a quantized description of the radiation, i.e. one has to treat light using

the photon formalism. This is strictly speaking a quantum field theory of

electromagnetism, called quantum electrodynamics (QED). In this theory the

Hamilton operator of the radiation field is written in terms of creation and

annihilation operators, as for example discussed in [10],

Hrad =
∑
kr

~ωk

(
a†krakr +

1

2
× I

)
. (3.1.23)

The summation is over all wave vectors k and polarizations r and the

eigen frequencies are given by ωk = c|k|. a†kr are creation operators and akr are

annihilation operators. In collision-induced absorption one is concerned with

photons incident from a given direction with given frequency and polarization.

For n photons the radiation field in this given mode with frequency ω is given

as the eigenstate |n〉 of the equation

Hrad|n〉 = n~ω|n〉. (3.1.24)

In this equation the vacuum field energy ~ω/2 has been suppressed

because it only results in a shift of the energy scale.

It should be remarked that in this case perturbation theory leads to

the same results as quantum electrodynamics. However, since QED is the
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more general theory in this work the quantum electrodynamical treatment is

presented.

3.1.4 Interaction with dipoles

In the following some results from [11] and [42], which are relevant for

this work, are presented. Because the wavelength of infrared light is much

larger than the size of collisional complexes, the dipole approximation is cer-

tainly not bad for the situation discussed in this work. According to [10] the

energy of a dipole interacting with an electric field is given by

V rad = −µ×E(t). (3.1.25)

Here µ is the dipole moment and E is the electric field vector of the

light. In the quantized formalism the electric field can be written as

E(t) = i
∑
kr

√
2π~ωkr

Φ
cε
(
akr exp (−iωkt)− a†kr exp (iωkt)

)
, (3.1.26)

where Φ is the radiation flux in photon number per area per time. With

the assumption of linear polarization along the ẑ axis of the eigen state |n〉

introduced above one has

〈n|V rad|n′〉 = −iW (exp (−iωt) δnn′−1 − exp (iωt) δnn′+1) , (3.1.27)
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where

W =

√
2π~ωΦ

c
µz. (3.1.28)

Thus W has the same dependence on the angular coordinates of the

particles as µz. The ẑ direction is chosen as the direction along which angu-

lar momenta are quantized. It should be noted that the dipole coupling in

equation (3.1.27) is complex. Since the scheme is perturbative in the radiative

coupling it is possible to obtain a purely real matrix element. By Fermi’ s

Golden rule one takes the square of the dipole coupling matrix elements in

order to calculate radiative transition probabilities,

|〈f |V rad|i〉|2. (3.1.29)

According to equation (3.1.27) this is time independent, which implies

that one can take arbitrary values for t. For the choice t = -π/2ω the final

expression for the dipole coupling is

〈n|V rad|n′〉 = Wδnn′−1 +Wδnn′+1 (3.1.30)

3.1.5 Electric dipole moment induced by interactions

From elaborate quantum-chemical calculations accurate interaction-

induced dipole surfaces can be obtained [40]. For several binary systems in

literature ab initio dipoles and empirical ones are available. Even though the
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subject of this work is not to compute collision-induced dipole surfaces in the

following physical mechanisms will be discussed that cause an induced dipole

moment.

This work is concerned with binary complexes of H2. Since these pairs

have inversion symmetry no dipole moment can be produced. This is clear in

all cases of two identical atoms, but also in the case of two identical molecules

with all quantum numbers equal. As an example one may consider two hydro-

gen molecules, both with the configuration |νj〉 = |00〉. Since j being zero also

implies that mj is zero they do not possess a collision-induced dipole moment

[19].

One can divide the van der Waals force of two nonpolar particles accord-

ing to [17] into two components. There is a short range exchange term which

has its origin in the Pauli exclusion principle and prohibits extensive overlap

of the electronic distributions and secondly there is a long range dispersion

term which has its origin in fluctuations of the charge causing dipole-dipole

interaction. The one mechanism for the induction of a dipole moment is the

same as the one producing the force between the particles. To good approxi-

mation this dipole moment is proportional to that force. It has a short range

term [13],

µe ≈ exp (−R/R0), (3.1.31)

and a long range dispersion term [13], which to lowest order behaves as
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µe ≈ −
1

R7
. (3.1.32)

In the case when at least one particle is a molecule another mechanism,

called multipole-induction, appears. The hydrogen molecule naturally carries

a permanent quadrupole moment. If another particle, for example an atom

is in its proximity, this particle will be polarized in the quadrupole field of

the hydrogen molecule. This mechanism is apparently more long range than

the van der Waals interaction. According to [52] for large distances R it has

approximately the form

A23(r, R) ≈
√

3α0

R4
Q2(r). (3.1.33)

Here Q2(r) is the quadrupole moment of the hydrogen molecule and

α0 is the polarizability of the other particle. The indices 23 will be described

further below and have to do with the orientational dependence. It should be

remarked that equation (3.1.33) is exact outside the molecule.

If molecular gases are considered infrared spectra are richer than those

in the rare gases. Even if the molecules are non-polar, besides the transla-

tional spectra various rotational and rotovibrational spectral components may

be expected. Furthermore, other than overlap other induction mechanisms

become important. Dipole components may be thought of as being modu-

lated by the vibration and rotation of the interacting molecules so that in-

duced supramolecular bands appear at the rotovibrational frequencies. Lines
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at sums and diferences of these frequencies also occur and are common in the

fundamental and overtone bands [13].

The electronic charge distribution of H2 is inversion symmetric and

thus the H2 molecule is necessarily non-polar. H2–H2 pairs, just like pairs of

virtually all other molecules possess an induced dipole moment (except for

certain molecular orientations of high symmetry). However, the H2 molecule

differs from most neutral molecules by its large rotational constant, B0 =

59cm−1, compared for instance to rotational constants of N2 and O2 of just a

few wavenumbers [13]. Thus, collision-induced spectra of systems containing

H2 generally show well separated H2 rotational lines, unless temperatures are

so high that lines begin to merge. The lowest order multipole consistent with

the symmetry of H2 is the electric quadrupole. The H2 S0 lines arise basically

from quadrupolar induction, a small overlap component is nearly negligible

[41].

A rotation of the H2 molecule through 180 degrees creates an identical

electric field. This means that for every full rotation of a H2 molecule the dipole

induced in the collisional partner oscillates twice through the full cycle. Thus,

quadrupole induced lines occur at twice the classical rotation frequencies, or

with selction rules J → J±2 like rotational Raman lines of linear molecules.

Orientational transitions (J = constant, ∆M not equal to zero) occur at zero

frequency and make up the translational line [13]. For H2–H2, molecule 1

induces a dipole in 2 and vice versa, thereby doubling intensities.

In the center of mass fixed frame six independent coordinates are suffi-
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cient to describe the positions of three particles. In quantum-chemical calcu-

lations the Cartesian components of the dipole moment are obtained, µx, µy

and µz. For example, one may take a look at table 1 in [37]. Because of the

induction of the dipole in scattering calculations it is convenient to perform

the transformation into spherical components, according to [49] one has

µ0 = µz, (3.1.34)

µ± =
1√
2

(±µx − iµy). (3.1.35)

According to [48] one can obtain from these the tensor coefficients, AλL

(r,R), via the series expansion

µν(r,R) =
4π√

3

∑
λL

AλL(r, R)Y 1ν
λL(r̂, R̂), (3.1.36)

where the vector coupling function Y1ν
λL(r̂) is defined in equation (3.1.22).

Since the H2 molecule is symmetric with respect to inversion the coefficients

AλL are non-zero only if λ is an even number [19], because the dipole is in-

variant under the parity operation r̂1 → −r̂1, r̂2 → −r̂2, R̂ → −R̂. Here

R̂ denotes the vector from the center of mass of the molecule to one of the

hydrogen atoms, r̂1 is the vector from the center of mass of hydrogen atom 1 to

its electron and similarly r̂2 is the vector from the center of mass of hydrogen

atom 2 to its electron. Furthermore, the dipole operator is a rank one tensor,
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which implies the triangular condition |λ−L| ≤ 1 and also that λ+L is odd,

so that µ does not change under reflection in a plane through the origin.

According to [13] in order to calculate the collision-induced absorption

spectra one needs the vibrational matrix elements of the tensor components

AλL,

Bνjν′j′

λL (R) = 〈νj|AλL|ν ′j′〉 (3.1.37)

for the lines arising from the transition νj → ν ′j′.

The energy levels for a rotovibrational state corresponding to the vi-

brational and rotational quantum numbers ν and j are labeled Eνj. They

are considered to be unperturbed during collisions, which is another way to

express the assumption that the colliding partners have strong internal inter-

action while they interact weakly with each other.

The Hamilton operator describing the interaction between two hydro-

gen molecules with rotating and vibrating degrees of freedom in the presence

of a radiation field is according to [19] given by

H(r,R) = HH−H(r)− ~2

2m
∇2

R + V (r,R) + V rad(r,R) +Hrad, (3.1.38)

where V is the intermolecular potential of the H2–H2 complex and m is

the reduced mass. In equation (3.1.7) the Hamilton operator for the isolated
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H2 molecule, HH−H , is given. The inter-atomic potential is included in HH−H

and not in V. The reduced mass is the two particle mass,

m =
m1 +m2

m1 ×m2

. (3.1.39)

The radiative coupling Vrad and the Hamilton operator for the isolated

photon field Hrad are the ones discussed above. The total wave function can

be factorized as the product of the scattering wave function and the photon

state [19],

Ψα(r,R;E)⊗ |n〉 =
∑
α′n′

vν′j′(r)

r

1

R
F n′n
α′α (R;E)Y J ′M ′

j′l′ (r̂, R̂)⊗ |n′〉, (3.1.40)

where α = (ν, j, l, J,M)T and Y J ′M ′

j′l′ (r̂, R̂) is the vector coupling func-

tion, corresponding to J = j + l, i.e. the total angular momentum is the sum

of rotational and translational angular momentum. Now the Schroedinger

equation reads

(H − E × I) Ψα ⊗ |n〉 = 0. (3.1.41)

Operating from the left with

〈n′′| ⊗
∫
rv?ν′′j′′(r)dr

∫
Y J ′′M ′′?
j′′l′′ (r̂, R̂)dr̂dR̂ (3.1.42)
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integrates out five of the six spatial variables [19], where the integral∫
dr̂dR̂ denotes the integral over the solid angles of the vectors r and R,

respectively. Evaluation yields the radial equation

(
Eν′′j′′ −

~2

2m

d2

dR2
+

~2l′′ (l′′ + 1)

2mR2
s+ n′′~ω − E

)
F n′′n
α′′α (R;E) (3.1.43)

+
∑
α′n′

[Vα′′α′ (R) δn′′n′ +Wα′′α′ (R) δn′′±1,n′ ]F n′′n
α′′α (R;E) = 0,

which is a coupled differential equation in the intermolecular spacing

R.

3.1.6 The absorption coefficient

As shown in [30] the binary collision-induced absorption coefficient of

a gas at temperature T can be calculated from the S-matrix. In the follow-

ing i and f designate the initial and final channels, respectively, i.e. channels

with one or no photon. For temperatures up to a few hundred kelvin only the

vibrational ground state of H2 is populated [19]. Thus, for the rototransla-

tional band νf = 0 and for the fundamental band νf = 1, and the absorption

coefficient is according to [13] given by

α (ω, T ) = ρ2λ3
0

1− exp (−β~ω)

Φ~
∑
i

P0ji (T )

∫ ∞
0

exp (−βEi)
∑
f

|Sfi (Ei) |2dEi,

(3.1.44)

where f = (jf , lf , Jf )
T and i = (ji, li, Ji)

T . Φ is the radiation flux in
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photon number per unit area and time and β = 1/kBT. Since the matrix ele-

ments are both proportional to δMM ′ there is no summation over the quantum

number M in equation (3.1.44). The thermal de Broglie wavelength is defined

by

λ2
0 =

β~2

2πm
. (3.1.45)

Pνj (T ) =
gji exp(−βEνj)∑

νj gj (2j + 1) exp (−βEνj)
(3.1.46)

is the rotovibrational occupancy function of H2 [13]. For low temper-

ature, roughly T≤1000K, the summation in the denominator, the rotovibra-

tional partition function, only runs over j values and ν can be fixed to zero.

The factor gj is the nuclear spin statistical weight for the hydrogen molecule.

The initial kinetic energy is defined as

Ei = E − ~ω − E0ji . (3.1.47)

Equation (3.1.44) decouples according to [19] which makes the calcu-

lations of the absorption coefficient less time consuming. First, there are no

couplings between channels with odd and even j, since without magnetic field

spin flips are very rare. Thus the calculations for ortho- and para-hydrogen can

be carried out separately. While in radiative transitions parity must change it

is conserved within the initial and final channels. Thus, the calculations with

odd li and even lf can be separated from the ones with even li and odd lf .
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3.1.7 Theoretical importance

Interaction-induced absorption of electromagnetic radiation is impor-

tant in any cool and dense environment. From the time of the discovery of

collision-induced absorption on many absorption bands by binary complexes of

molecules have been investigated both experimentally and theoretically. Ro-

tovibrational and electronic bands are found even in regions which are forbid-

den in the non-interacting molecules and there also occur new bands at sums

and differences of rotovibrational frequencies. Supramolecular absorption and

Raman spectra are due to interaction-induced dipole moments and polariz-

ability invariants, respectively, of two or more interacting molecules [14]. The

absorption intensity I shows a strong dependence on the density ρ of the con-

sidered species and via a virial expansion, binary, ternary, etc. contributions

are distinguishable. In the vicinity of the low-pressure limit induced spectra

may be described by a virial expansion [13],

I = A× ρ+B × ρ2 + C × ρ3 + ... (3.1.48)

with coefficients representing the dipole-allowed contributions, A, and

the induced binary, B, ternary, C, ..., spectral components. For ordinary atoms

or molecules, the intensity I varies linearly with density ρ, whereas intensities

of collision-induced spectra vary with the second and higher powers of density,

in any case non-linearly. The virial expansion of the absorption coefficient in

dense mono-molecular gases is according to [13] given by
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α(ω) = α1(ω)× ρ+ α2(ω)× ρ2 + α3(ω)× ρ3 + ..., (3.1.49)

where ρ denotes the number density, α1(ω) is the allowed spectrum

(if one exists at frequencies ω of interest), and αj(ω) (j > 1) describes the

binary, ternary, ..., collision-induced absorption. For infrared inactive gases

the coefficient α0(ω) vanishes. At fixed frequency ω and temperature T, a

virial expansion of the absorption coefficient α(ω,T) is often possible. The

higher order coefficients with j > 1 are often separable in actual measurements.

At low densities the second and higher spectral virial terms are insignificant.

However, at sufficiently high density they become significant. At densities

approaching liquid state density, many-body interactions may be expected to

dominate the optical properties. Under such conditions virial expansions are

meaningless. One has to use other theories in these cases.

The most familiar virial expansion is probably that of the equation of

state, which relates pressure, volume and temperature of a real gas, as opposed

to an ideal gas. There are similar virial expansions related to supramolecular

properties known such as the Clausius-Mossotti equation for the dielectric

constant ε and the Lorentz-Lorenz equation for the refractive index n and

some others [36]. Via measurements at different densities allowed spectral

contributions can be separated from the induced binary, ternary, ... ones.

Due to virial expansions at intermediate gas densities one need not

consider the complex many-body system consisting of all molecules of the col-
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lisional complex. Instead, the supramolecules may be described by a series of

relatively simple two-, three, ... body Hamilton operators [13]. At sufficiently

small gas densities this series may be truncated after the first few leading terms

to model the spectroscopic properties of the whole system accurately.

The effects on pressure of binary interactions are summarized in the

second virial coefficient, and in general, N-body interactions are described by

the nth virial coefficient, in similar ways [39]. It should be pointed out here

that while the virial expansion of pressure has a significant one-body term,

for infrared inactive gases and mixtures the leading term of collision-induced

absorption will be a two-body term.

Absorption in hydrogen proceeds mainly via quadrupole induction which

is coupled to the rotation of the molecule [13]. Rotational S0 lines are therefore

observed at the appropriate frequencies. The ortho-H2 molecules are in one of

the orientational sublevels, MJ = 0, ± 1, of the J = 1 rotational state which is

optically anisotropic, and induced magnetic transitions (∆MJ = ±1) at zero

frequency occur.

While in this work only binary complexes of molecules will be consid-

ered it should be mentioned that a few semi-quantitative data exist at present

towards an understanding of ternary spectra which are much more complicated

to treat theoretically. Nevertheless, there is experimental evidence of impor-

tant N-body spectral contributions, with N > 2, even at densities that are

much lower than condensed matter densities [36]. Supramolecular spectra may

be considered collision-induced spectra, or pressure-induced spectra, or even
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more general interaction-induced spectra. Other than the supramolecular ab-

sorption bands just mentioned there furthermore exists a Raman process which

results from polarizability increments, induced by molecular interactions. This

process is also called collision-induced light scattering (CILS).

The molecular complexes from which these CIA spectra arise are called

supramolecules. They are free pairs, triples, ... of ordinary molecules that

interact via the weak van der Waals forces, so that collisionally interacting

pairs, triples, ... arise. A complex of two or more molecules may be consid-

ered another molecule, with new properties and spectra, besides those of its

constituents. Their origin causes the supramolecules to have new interaction-

induced and interaction-modified properties besides the sum of the proper-

ties of the unperturbed, i. e. non-interacting or well separated, constituent

molecules. Such a complex is called a supramolecule, even if its lifetime is

rather short. The term molecule will be reserved for the constituents that

make up a supramolecule. Changed properties include multipole moments

and polarizabilities, and the associated rotovibrational, electronic and Raman

spectra, especially in (dipole) forbidden molecular bands [14]. Furthermore,

via single photon emission/ absorption there can occur simultaneous double,

triple, ... transitions, at sums and differences of molecular transition frequen-

cies and these transitions can even take place at (dipole-) forbidden frequencies

of the single constituents.
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3.1.8 Comparison between rotovibrational and collision-induced spec-
tra

If one compares rotovibrational molecular and collision-induced supramolec-

ular spectra one notes a number of differences. Spectral intensities are pro-

portional to the square of the dipole moment from which they arise. It is

thus logical that a (dipole-) allowed rotational line of a polar molecule may be

stronger than an induced one by several orders of magnitude. However, at in-

termediate gas densities many more pairs or triplets, ... exist than monomers,

and for dense systems induced spectra may actually be strong because of large

numbers of molecules. Because of the generally great differences of inten-

sity in the presence of dipole-allowed lines or bands the induced components

are rarely discernible without ambiguity. In general the dipole strengths of

supramolecules are several orders of magnitude weaker than that of the con-

stituents, who usually possess a dipole moment in the order of 1 debye. Ac-

cordingly, line intensities of supramolecular spectra are typically insignificant

at low densities, but they may be quite striking as gas densities are increased.

Moreover, interaction-induced lines usually possess dimer features near the

line centers. It should also be mentioned that supramolecular dipole strengths

fall of rapidly with increasing separation. This is one of the reasons why it

took so long until supramolecular spectra were discovered. Nevertheless, at

high density supramolecular spectra may be quite intense.

Observable intensities, when integrated over a line or spectral band, are

proportional to the number of molecules, i.e. to the density, if the spectra of
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polar molecules are considered [13]. Supramolecular dipoles cause absorption

in certain regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. These dipoles are responsi-

ble for the second, third, ... virial coefficients. Another point to mention is that

molecular absorption spectra vary linearly with density whereas supramolec-

ular absorption spectra of infrared-inactive constituents vary nonlinearly with

density, at low densities the dependence is to good approximation quadratic.

Rotovibrational bands of van der Waals dimers may be detected near all ro-

tovibrational transition frequencies of the individual molecules. However, these

are usually very weak and strongly pressure broadened. Usually the number

of collisional pairs is much greater than the number of bound dimers so that

the integrated dimer intensities are generally much weaker than the collision-

induced contributions. The latter appear as strong background of the bound

dimer signatures. Whereas molecular absorption profiles are usually sharply

peaked supramolecular spectra consist of diffuse lines. This can easy be under-

stood by consideration of the Heisenberg uncertainty relation, ∆t×∆ω ≥0.5

and the generally short lifetime ∆t of the supramolecular complexes in the

order of 10−13s whereas molecules in most cases can be considered to be stable

[13]. This short duration of collisions in most cases renders rotational bands

quasi-continuous.

If monochromatic laser light is incident on a molecule, the electric field

will polarize the molecule. This so-called field-induced dipole will emit or

scatter radiation of the frequency of the incident light. Furthermore, it will

emit at other frequencies that are shifted relative to the laser frequency by
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certain rotovibrational transition frequencies, provided the molecule is Raman-

active, in other words, if the invariants of the polarizability tensor are nonzero

for certain rotational and/ or vibrational transitions of the molecule [14]. Even

if the individual molecules are Raman-inactive, the compressed gases of these

molecules generally show a variety of additional Raman bands. As an example,

one may consider rarefied monatomic gases: here the scattered light will be

strictly at the laser frequency and no shifted Raman lines or bands exist.

However, if the rare gas is compressed, Raman continua occur which are due

to collisional and, to some extent, to bound van der Waals pairs (and at higher

densities even of triples, ...) of the interacting atoms.

3.1.9 Collision-induced dipoles

Usually, when absorption or emission of electromagnetic radiation oc-

curs, one can identify an electric dipole moment being responsible for such

spectroscopic processes [13]. If in a molecule the centers of positive and nega-

tive charge do not coincide these molecules have a permanent dipole moment.

These dipole moments can also be induced by external fields (polarization)

or momentarily by collisional interactions. Absorption and emission of rotat-

ing or vibrating electric dipoles generally occur at the frequencies of rotation

and vibration. In contrast to that translationally accelerated charges (dipoles)

emit continuous radiation, as is well explained by classical electrodynamics.

Even if no permanent dipole moment exists, molecules can emit in transi-

tions between electronic states, but these transitions typically require more
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Figure 3.1: The different types of ternary dipoles

energy than the rotovibrational ones, a higher photon energy for absorption

and a higher excitation energy, such as provided by higher temperature, for

emission. Common homo-nuclear diatomic gases, such as hydrogen and ni-

trogen, do not undergo electronic transitions at frequencies in the infrared at

room temperature. Because the inversion symmetry is inconsistent with the

existence of a dipole moment no absorption is observed. In contrast to that,

supramolecular systems usually possess a transient dipole moment during their

short existence.

As a note aside it should be mentioned that so far collision-induced

absorption by pure monatomic gases has never been observed. This is easy
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to understand, since collisional pairs of like atoms cannot develop a collision-

induced dipole due to their inversion symmetry which is inconsistent with the

existence of a dipole moment [13]. Nevertheless, theoretically triatomic (see

figure 3.1) and higher order complexes of like atoms could absorb infrared

radiation, but the fact that no absorption has been observed suggests that

these absorption coefficients are so small that they are within the error bars

of the measurements not detectable [36]. Only a very small upper limit of

the infrared absorption coefficient could be established for a few rare gases

in liquefied form. Pure monatomic gases are probably the only gases that do

not show significant collision-induced absorption at any frequency well below

x-ray frequencies.

However, mixtures of monatomic gases of dissimilar pairs such as He–

Ar generally support a dipole moment, since they lack the inversion symmetry.

Even if gas densities are well below liquid state densities absorption by dis-

similar pairs is well known.

Forces that can generate dipole moments in supramolecules

Induced dipole moments (see figure 3.2) are generated by the same

processes which cause intermolecular repulsion at near range and attraction

at long range. Dispersion and exchange forces are both quantum mechanical

in nature. The former may be described in semi-classical terms of fluctuating

dipole-induced dipole interactions and the latter arise from the exchange sym-

metry of the electronic wavefunctions imposed by the Pauli principle [13]. If
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Figure 3.2: The mechanisms that can generate a dipole moment

at least one of the interacting particles is a molecule further induction mech-

anisms arise.

On a scale of the order of atomic size, molecular multipole fields vary

strongly with orientation and separation. Thus, there can generally be found

induced dipole components arising from field gradients of first and higher order

which interact with the so-called dipole-multipole polarizability tensor com-

ponents, such as the A and E tensors [14].

Not all of these induced dipole types exist in any given system. The

components that exist generally couple in different ways to the translational,

rotational, vibrational, etc. states of the complex and usually are associated

with different selection rules, thus generating different parts of the collision-
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induced spectra.

Supramolecules usually possess an electric dipole moment even if its

individual constituent molecules are nonpolar. Up to now from the studies

of intermolecular forces there are four different universal mechanisms known

that can generate these dipoles in supramolecules, which are familiar from the

studies of the intermolecular forces [14]:

(1) Dispersion force-induced dipoles

Dispersion forces control the attractive part of the intermolecular in-

teractions. The electronic charge clouds of the constituent molecules may be

slightly displaced by intermolecular dispersion forces during intermolecular in-

teractions, generating an electric dipole moment of the supramolecule. Over

moderately wide separations, atoms or molecules interact through dispersion

forces that arise from electronic intercorrelation. For dissimilar pairs, these

are associated with a dipole moment whose asymptotic strength is to leading

order in the expansion in terms of 1/R proportional to the inverse seventh

power of the intermolecular separation R [14]. The dispersion force-induced

dipole is usually weaker than multipole-induced and overlap-induced dipoles,

but generally discernible in discriminating analyses.

(2) Exchange force-induced dipoles

In a collision at near range, when the electronic charge clouds of the

collisional partners overlap, according to the Pauli exclusion principle a mo-

mentary redistribution of electric charge occurs that is caused by electron
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exchange. A slight displacement of the electronic charge clouds relative to

their nuclei may be caused by intermolecular exchange forces. In general, this

will generate a net dipole moment in the supramolecule [14]. Exchange forces

control the repulsive part of the intermolecular interactions. Because disper-

sion forces are attractive and caused by an enhancement of electronic charge

in the space between the molecules the polarity of that induced dipole is the

opposite of the dispersion force-induced dipole. On the other hand, exchange

forces are repulsive and cause a depletion of electric charge in the region be-

tween the interacting constituent molecules. This mechanism is usually the

dominant one when dissimilar particles collide. It should be remarked that

exchange force-induced dipoles in molecules can also have a certain anisotropy

of quadrupolar or higher symmetry.

(3) Multipole-induced dipoles

In general molecules are surrounded by an electric field which may

be described, as is well known from classical electrodynamics, by a multi-

pole expansion, i. e. by a superposition of dipole, quadrupole, octopole, ...

fields. While molecules are electrically neutral, the electric field surrounding

each molecule is set up by the internal electronic and nuclear structure of

the molecule. In the fields of the permanent multipoles the interacting atoms

or molecules will be polarized [14]. For all neutral homo-nuclear diatomic

molecules the monopole and dipole terms are zero, so that the lowest order

multipole is a quadrupole. When two such molecules interact, the collisional

partners are polarized and thus for the duration of the collision possess dipole
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moments that interact with electromagnetic radiation.

For the case of pure compressed hydrogen gas quadrupolar induction is

responsible for nearly 90 percent of the total induced absorption [14]. Because

the quadrupole field rotates with the molecule, the collision-induced rotational

S lines are quite prominent in the spectra of compressed hydrogen.

(4) Collisional frame distortion-induced dipoles

Many molecules of a high degree of geometric symmetry posses strong

internal dipoles which are arranged that way that the net dipole moment is

zero in the unperturbed frame. For example, the H–C-branches in the CH4

molecule possess four very strong dipole moments. Owing to the tetrahedral

symmetry these add up to zero in the unperturbed CH4 molecule. However,

during a collision a proton may temporarily be displaced and thus a transient,

sizable supramolecular dipole moment may be generated [14].

The strength and separation dependence of the different dipole com-

ponents can be seen in figure 3.3. As is obvious from the plot the λ1λ2ΛL =

0223/2023 and 2233 dipole components are more long-range than the other

dipole components, which fall off rapidly.

At large separations, a collisional complex such as He–Ar will be non-

polar. However, at intermediate separations dispersion forces may induce a

dipole moment in any dissimilar pair and at near range exchange forces induce

a dipole moment of opposite polarity.

It should be pointed out that in general some or all of the mechanisms
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Figure 3.3: The separation dependence of the principal dipole components of
H2–H2. In the left-hand plot the ground state vibrational averages are shown.
Dots represent overlap-induced terms, the solid line corresponds to multipole-
induced ones. The classical approximation is dashed. The right-hand side
shows the same, but for the vibrational transition elements, ν = 0 → ν ′ = 1
[13]
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mentioned above will induce electric dipole moments whenever molecules or

dissimilar atoms interact, no matter what kind of particles is considered or

how many particles actually interact at any given time, or wether the particles

are bound (van der Waals molecules) or free (in collisional interaction). They

cause collision-induced absorption, as well as the absorption of bound van

der Waals systems. Like intermolecular forces, supramolecular dipoles are

omnipresent.

Generally, the word interaction-induced spectra is used to describe spec-

tra arising from interacting pairs, triples, ... of molecules that exceed the sim-

ple sum of the spectra of the non-interacting, individual molecules. They are

observed in absorption, emission and light scattering (Raman scattering) [36].

Such spectra can be computed on the basis of reliable intermolecular poten-

tial and induced dipole or polarizability surfaces. In the past close agreement

between laboratory measurements and these computed spectra has been ob-

served [13]. However, in some cases those surfaces are not available from the

fundamental theory. In these cases reasonable induced dipole surfaces can

be obtained from laboratory measurements which often makes reliable tem-

perature interpolation and in some cases even extrapolation for applications

possible.

Supramolecular emission and absorption are generally observed in high

density environments and of great importance if no allowed spectra are present.

Although usually studied in the infrared and microwave regions supramolecular

spectra also exist in the visible and ultraviolet [13]. Up to now many labora-
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tory measurements of the most common gases have been carried out at a vari-

ety of temperatures, and successfully analyzed in terms of multipole-induced

dipoles and simplified molecular scattering considerations. Recently, ab ini-

tio quantum-chemical calculations of the induced dipole surfaces of binary

van der Waals complexes have been undertaken and combined with molecular

quantum scattering calculations for low temperatures.

At not too high gas densities, i. e. gas densities in the order of 10

amagat, a large part of the induced rotovibrational spectra is demonstrably

of binary origin [13], ignoring small regions around the intercollisional dip

which will be described further below. In the vibrational band of pure, i. e.

unmixed hydrogen, two major induction processes occur, namely overlap- and

quadrupole-induction shape the spectra. Consequently, two types of spectral

profiles are expected. The isotropic overlap induction generates most of the

Q line intensity and quadrupole induction shapes the S lines, and also a small

component of the Q branch related to the orientational magnetic transitions is

discernible [13]. Thus, the Q branch is a superposition of at least two different

profiles. A total of eleven components must be expected for the fundamental

band of hydrogen [13]. Specifically, the eleven profiles include the obvious

single transitions, i.e. the rotovibrational transitions in just one of the two

colliding H2 molecules. These are the S1(0), S1(1) and Q1(1) transitions in one

of the two interacting molecules. There also take place double transitions in

both collisional partners, such as the simultaneous transitions Q1(1)+S0(0),

which occur near the S1(0) transition frequency and Q1(1)+S0(1) near S1(1).
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With their superposition the measurements can be reproduced closely [13].

The different transitions of a pair of H2 molecules are shown in figure 3.4.

When densities are increased to about 100 amagats or more, additional

three body contributions are readily discernible in most gases but they may

well be present even at much lower densities [13]. To illustrate the effects of

pressure on the collision-induced spectra figure 3.5 shows the collision-induced

absorption spectrum of hydrogen in the region of the fundamental band for

various pressures at the temperature of 298K. As can be seen in the figure the

absorption intensity shows a strong dependence on the gas density. It should

also be noted that the positions of the maxima of the absorption are strongly

dependent on the density. With increasing density the absorption intensity

gets larger. However, no general dependence of the position of the absorption

maxima can be observed from the figure. The first absorption peak is shifted

to lower frequencies with increasing density whereas the second and third ones

are shifted to higher frequencies.

The spectra of liquids and solids cannot be studied here in any detail.

The interested reader can find more information about them in other works,

such as the two volumes by Gray and Gubbins, and the review articles by

Guillot and Birnbaum (1989).

3.1.10 Ternary systems

Spectroscopic signatures arising from more than just two interacting

atoms or molecules have also been discovered in the studies of collision-induced
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Figure 3.4: The rotovibrational term scheme of H2 showing single and double
transitions of pairs [13]
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Figure 3.5: The fundamental collision-induced absorption band of H2 at vari-
ous pressures in the range of 2006 to 4003 atm. The dotted line corresponds
to the lower pressure contour extrapolated by the square law to a density of
1077 amagat [23]
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absorption [36]. These involve a variation with pressure of the normalized

profiles, α(ω)/ρ2, which are pressure invariant only in the low-pressure limit.

In early years after the discovery of ternary dipoles in supramolecu-

lar systems models were proposed that treat the ternary dipoles in terms of

pairwise-additive dipole components [13]. However, these attempts were not

very successful. More recently, evidence, experimental as well as theoretical,

has emerged that substantial irreducible ternary dipole components exist [13],

at least for some systems. For all systems for which reliable pair dipoles are

known, pairwise-additive ternary dipole components were reported. Significant

shortfall of the calculated spectral moments compared with measurements of

the ternary spectral moments of the absorption spectra of numerous gases

and mixtures has been observed. This has been interpreted as an indicator

that irreducible ternary dipole components exist in most - if not all - systems

considered, certainly in unbound systems consisting of three H2 molecules.

It was observed that with increasing temperature the significance of the

irreducible dipole contribution increases rapidly [13]. This suggests that the

ternary dipole components result from close encounters, i.e. from triple colli-

sions with more or less overlapping electron clouds. Generally, the interaction-

induced dipoles resulting from three interacting molecules consist of the vector

sum of the pairwise additive dipole components, in addition to an irreducible

ternary surface. Several studies suggest that the principal irreducible dipole

component is of the exchange quadrupole-induced dipole (EQID) type, but

more work is needed for a better understanding of the irreducible ternary
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dipole surfaces [13]. Momentarily, during a binary collision, at near range

exchange forces displace the electronic molecular clouds relative to the nu-

clei to the far sides of the binary complex. This generates momentarily a

strong quadrupole moment. In the electric field of the exchange force-induced

quadrupole the third molecule is then polarized.

EQID is a quantal mechanism. In early years it was proposed that

the irreducible dipole could be the classical permanent quadrupole-induced

dipole-induced dipole. It was found, however, that this dipole was not nearly

as strong as EQID in the three interacting H2 molecules [13].

In dense systems such as in liquids and solids, the three-body and

probably higher order cancellations due to destructive interference are very

important. One distinguishes two components of translational spectra, one

due to the diffusive and the other due to the oscillatory (”rattling”) motions

of the molecules in a liquid. The latter is analog to the intercollisional spectrum

and consists of a dip to very low intensities near zero frequency. In contrast to

the good understanding of translational spectra of mono-atomic liquids, very

little is known about those of molecular liquids. The understanding of ternary

spectra is in its beginnings, but much more work is needed.

3.1.11 Intercollisional dips

Virial expansions of supramolecular absorption have been known for a

long time. In a number of cases ternary and sometimes even higher-order con-

tributions have been isolated. Theoretical studies of the intercollisional dip [13]
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of rare gas mixtures have shown that without the assumption of an irreducible

ternary dipole component in rare gas triples the experimentally observed spec-

tra could not be reproduced theoretically. Furthermore, in 1995 Reddy and

associates found a spectral feature in the interaction-induced second overtone

of H2 that corresponds to a simultaneous transition of three molecules, three

H2 molecules in collisional interaction, underwent a simultaneous vibrational

transition in the presence of a single photon. These simultaneous triple tran-

sitions with absorption of one photon have long been predicted by theorists

[14]. They are believed to be due to irreducible dipole components.

It should be remarked here that a single, semi-quantitative dipole model

explains the three independent observations (third virial coefficient, intercolli-

sional dip, triple transitions) which suggest the existence of irreducible dipole

components. In contrast to early suggestions of the nature of ternary irre-

ducible dipole components it seems now that the exchange quadrupole-induced

dipole (EQID) component is a principal contributor to the irreducible dipole

(at least in the case of compressed hydrogen gas).

Correlations of interaction-induced dipoles can lead to destructive in-

terference in subsequent collisions. This is one possible reason for the exper-

imentally observed quite striking absorption dips of isotropic induced dipole

components, typically at zero frequency shifts, e. g. Q-branches. These so

called intercollisional absorption dips may be considered many body effects.

When the time t between two collisions is much larger than the mean dura-

tion ∆t of a collision these dips are sharp features. At such frequencies virial
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expansions of the line shapes are not possible, in other words it is impossible

to separate contributions at frequencies where absorption dips occur. If one

considers small enough frequency shifts the absorption dips may be considered

true many-body effects [13]. In the past the shapes of absorption dips have

been modeled by inverted Lorentzian profiles [13].

3.1.12 Electronic collision-induced spectra

All spectra we were concerned with thus far arise from supramolecu-

lar transitions that leave the electronic states of the collisional partners un-

changed. If photon energies are sufficiently small, the possibility of changing

electronic states is finite. Typically collision-induced electronic spectra occur

at higher photon energies than those considered so far [13]. However, some

of the common molecules possess electronic states with excitation energies so

low that electronic collision-induced spectra in the infrared, visible and near

ultraviolet region can occur. As an example one may consider the O2–N2 and

O2–O2 spectra in the visible [13].

According to [21] absorption of a photon of energy E by an interacting

molecular pair A+B can be written

A+B + E + ∆E → A′ +B′ + ~ω, (3.1.50)

where ∆E corresponds to a change of the energy of the pair and primes

indicate a possible change of the internal states. ~ω stands for a photon
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emitted in the process. Furthermore, there exist associative processes (’half

collisions’) [21], such as

A+B + ∆E → A′B′ + ~ω. (3.1.51)

Here A and B may be neutral atoms or molecules, possibly in an ex-

cited rotovibrational or electronic state. In weakly ionized environments, A

may be an electron or ion interacting with a neutral particle or ion B. It should

be remarked that the two sides in the equations (3.1.50) and (3.1.51) of the

photon and the change of energy may be arbitrarily interchanged, depend-

ing on the specific process one wants to describe. One may distinguish two

different supramolecular collision-induced absorption processes: the one only

affects the rotovibrational energies of A, B, while the other involves electronic

transitions. Typically electronic collision-induced absorption requires visible

and ultraviolet photons, whereas rotovibrational collision-induced absorption

normally occurs in the microwave and infrared regions of the spectrum. These

boundaries are not strict and depend on the specific properties of the systems

considered.

3.1.13 Collision-induced polarizabilities

An electric field E of strength E polarizes all molecules. This means

that the electric field pulls the electrons slightly off to one side and the nuclei

to the other so that a field-induced dipole moment p results,
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p = P× E. (3.1.52)

If an alternating field is used, the field-induced dipole moment oscil-

lates and thus radiates at the same frequency as the incident light, which is

called Rayleigh scattering. Furthermore, the scattered light is modulated by

certain molecular rotation and vibration frequencies. The polarizability P is

a 3 × 3 tensor with two invariants, trace and anisotropy [13]. It depends

on the molecular orientation and the nuclear structure of the molecule [14].

Supramolecular Raman spectra have their origin in the excess of the polariz-

ability invariants of the interacting complex over the sum of the corresponding

invariants of the non-interacting members of the supramolecular complex. As

a simple example one may consider the atoms of monatomic gases, which are

completely isotropic. Thus, the field-induced dipole will always be exactly

parallel to the applied field, so that the anisotropy, which would rotate the

dipole relative to the field, is zero, as long as the atoms are sufficiently spaced

apart, as is the case in rarefied gases. However, at higher densities, one cannot

ignore the likelihood of another atom B close enough so that the local field of

the external field and the electric field at the position of atom A are perturbed.

It is now the vector sum of the external field and the electric field set up by

the dipole induced in atom B that represents the total electric field.
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3.1.14 Van der Waals molecules

Compared to chemical forces that bind the common molecules van der

Waals forces are weak, so weak that most dimer-monomer collisions will dis-

sociate the dimer. Typically, this destruction is balanced out by a certain

rate of formation, so that the bound dimer concentrations are kept at a low

level [13]. In many cases the average lifetime of bound dimers corresponds to

a free mean time between monomer collisions, which is roughly in the order

of 10−9s in air at standard temperature and pressure, and decreases corre-

spondingly with increasing density and temperature [36]. For comparison, a

collisional complex may be thought to exist for the time of the duration of a

fly-by encounter which is three orders of magnitude shorter. Van der Waals

dimer bands are known to be highly susceptible to pressure broadening, which

is one reason why it took so long to actually record dimer bands. Moreover,

for spectroscopical resolution of dimer bands high spectral resolution has to

be employed.

3.1.15 Collision-induced emission

While this work mainly deals with collision-induced absorption it should

be remarked that any gas that absorbs electromagnetic radiation will also emit.

Supramolecular absorption and emission are inseparable [14]. However, cold

gases emit in the infrared, which often goes unnoticed. Striking supramolecular

emission occurs in hot and dense environments, such as in shock waves and

cold stars.
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3.1.16 Pair polarizability increments

In an external electromagnetic field molecules are polarized. This field-

induced dipole oscillates with the frequency of the incident radiation, but it

may also be modulated with the rotovibrational molecular frequencies [14].

These dipoles are the reason for Rayleigh and Raman scattering of light.

In general the polarizability invariants, trace and anisotropy, of the

supramolecules differ from the simple sums of these quantities of the non-

interacting individual constituents of the supramolecules [14]. This has two

reasons:

(1) Due to the presence of the field-induced dipoles of molecules nearby

the local fields of each molecule differ from the external radiation field. This

local field distortion has lead to the classical dipole-induced dipole (DID) ex-

pression of the supramolecular polarizability invariants.

(2) Due to the intermolecular exchange and dispersion forces the molec-

ular electronic clouds are slightly rearranged. For a few binary systems, such

as He–He, quantum-chemical calculations of the pair polarizability increments

exist.

For the more highly polarizable molecular gases the DID model is more

reasonable successful.

It should be pointed out that the study of the Kerr and the dielec-

tric second virial coefficients also provide valuable information concerning

interaction-induced polarizability invariants.
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Collision-induced absorption is generally observed in gases, liquids,

solids and even in plasmas [13]. However, since it is usually very weak, for ex-

perimental measurements high collision rates are necessary. This may lead to

the assumption that the denser the medium the stronger the absorption. This

suggests that liquids and solids should be better suited for measurements than

dilute gases. However, due to the inversion symmetry a perfectly isotropic

liquid prohibits any interaction-induced dipole moments. In real liquids there

are particle fluctuations around the isotropic configuration, so that neverthe-

less interaction-induced dipoles come about, but the CIA is generally weaker

in liquids than expected from their high particle density.

Most accessible and theoretically easy to understand are binary sys-

tems, from which the so-called pair spectra arise. However, experimentally it

turns out to be difficult to distinguish binary contributions from those due to

systems of three or more interacting molecules, which generally possess irre-

ducible dipole components in addition to the pairwise additive components.

Although some attempts exist to model ternary systems, exact quantum treat-

ments of collision-induced spectra are presently only known for binary systems.

In moderately dense media this binary contribution dominates the spectra.

3.2 The absorption coefficient

The absorption coefficient α(ν) is not only a function of frequency but

also of temperature, density and, of course, the nature, composition, and state

of matter (gaseous, liquid, solid) of the sample.
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For any detailed discussion of collision-induced spectra it is advanta-

geous to study the shape of the spectral function g(ν) [13] which is related to

the absorption coefficient α(ν) via

α (ν) =
(2π)3N2

a

3~
ρ1ρ2ν

[
1− exp

(
− hcν
kBT

)]
V g (ν) , (3.2.1)

where Na is the number of particles per cubic centimeter of the gas

under consideration, ρ1 and ρ2 are the relevant gas densities, ~ is Planck’ s

constant h divided by 2π, c is the vacuum speed of light, kB is the Boltz-

mann constant and V is the volume of the sample. It should be mentioned

that the spectral function g(ν) is proportional to the reciprocal volume so that

the product Vg(ν) does not depend on the volume of the sample. Essentially

the absorption coefficient α(ν) and the spectral function g(ν) differ by the

frequency dependent factor ν
[
1− exp

(
− hcν
kBT

)]
. This factor causes the ab-

sorption to fall off to zero as ν2 as ν tends to zero. Stimulated emission is

responsible for the Boltzmann term.

One can consider the translational spectral function g(ν) a (very diffuse)

spectral line centered at zero frequency which arises from transitions between

the states of relative motion of the interacting pair [13]. It is the free-state

analog of the familiar vibrational and rotational transitions of bound systems,

with the major difference that the motion here is aperiodic since there is no

restoring force. Near the line centers, the spectral functions have often been

approximated by a Lorentzian [13]. On the other hand, the far wings may
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be better modeled by exponential functions [13]. However, there are better

model profiles [13]. At constant temperature the observed widths of the spec-

tral functions decrease with increasing mass of the collisional system, which is

a simple consequence of the fact that the translational energy 1
2
m12v

2 = 3
2
kBT

is the same for all pairs [13]. However, the interaction time is roughly propor-

tional to the reciprocal root mean square speed, and thus to the square root

of the reduced mass.

For like molecular pairs inversion symmetry does in general not exist

because of the anisotropic structure and vibrational excitations of the individ-

ual molecules.

According to Lambert’ s law (if absorption occurs) the intensity of light

falls of exponentially with increasing path length L,

I (L) = I0 × exp [−α× L] . (3.2.2)

Thus, measurements of the initial intensity I0 and the intensity I after

transmission through a path of length L determine the absorption coefficient

α as a function of frequency, temperature, and, provided one deals with bi-

nary complexes, as a function of the densities ρ1 and ρ2 of the two species.

Usually the absorption spectrum α is presented by the normalized absorption

coefficient, α/ρ1ρ2, which is invariant under changes of densities, as long as no

three body or higher order interactions interfere with the measurements, that

is, at intermediate gas densities, that are well below the liquid state densities.
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3.2.1 Spectral moments

For a detailed study of collision-induced spectra and the comparison

of measurements with theory, certain integrals of the spectra, the spectral

moments, are of interest. One may define the nth spectral moment as an

integral of the line profile according to [13] as

Mn =

∫ ∞
−∞

νnV g(ν)dν, (3.2.3)

where g(ν) is the spectral density function and the order number n is

a non-negative integer. These integrals converge due to the nearly exponen-

tial fall-off of typical spectral functions. Rather than reflecting the specific

shape of the absorption profile the zeroth order moment represents the total

intensity and is related by theory to familiar sum formula. The first order

moment corresponds to the mean width. For nearly classical systems, that

means massive pairs at high temperature and not too high frequencies, the

first moment is relatively small and drops to zero in the classical limit. The

ratio of second and zeroth moment defines some average frequency squared

that may be considered a mean spectral width squared.

Theoretically, a complete set of spectral moments may be considered

equivalent to the knowledge of the spectral line shape [13]. However, practi-

cally speaking, moments higher than the second have rarely been determined,

presumably because of experimental difficulties related to the exponential in-

tensity fall-off of the profiles. Nevertheless, knowledge of only the lowest three
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moments, and a good choice of a model profile are sufficient to obtain surpris-

ingly good representations of many spectra of practical significance [13]. Up to

now only the zeroth, first and second spectral moments have been computed

with semi-classical expressions. For higher order moments one has to take into

account quantum mechanics. For the spectral moments also virial expansions

exist.
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Chapter 4

The Approach

4.1 Ab initio calculations of interaction-induced spec-
tra

The theory of collision-induced absorption developed by van Kranen-

donk and coworkers [56] and other authors ([5],[7], [6], [43], [44]) has empha-

sized spectral moments (sum formulas) of low order. These are given in closed

form by relatively simple expressions and can be obtained from spectroscopic

measurements by integration over the profile as discussed in the last chap-

ter. The spectral moments characterize spectral profiles in important ways.

However, it is clear that some information is lost if a spectroscopic measure-

ment is reduced to just one or two numbers. Furthermore, even if large parts

of the spectra are known accurately, for the determination of experimental

spectral moments substantial extrapolations of the measured spectra to low

and high frequencies are usually necessary [13]. Thus, for detailed analyses of

measured spectra line shape computations are indispensible, especially where

the complete absorption spectra cannot be measured. Moments are integrals,

i. e. averages, of the spectral function and are thus generally less discriminat-

ing than line shape calculations to the subtle differences of dipole model and

interaction potential, if only a small number of moments is known.
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Highly developed quantum-chemical methods exist to compute with an

ever increasing precission molecular and supramolecular properties from first

principles.

Early attempts to calculate the induced dipole moments of H2–H2 from

first principles are described in [61]. Only recently substantial problems of

those computations could be controlled and precise data be generated by SCF

and CI calculations, so that the basis set superposition errors were small and

the CI excitation level adequate for the long-range effects. Details of these

computations can be found in [61] and [63]. The SCF-CI quantum chemical

methods are clearly the methods of choice for the computation of induced

dipole surfaces where practicable. However, the computational requirements

are high and approximations with much less stringent demand are of consid-

erable interest.

Sometimes applications require supramolecular absorption spectra at

temperatures, for which no laboratory measurements exist or when laboratory

measurements had to be taken at much higher densities than atmospheric

densities. In these cases calculations of spectral profiles and intensities of

supramolecular spectra are necessary [13]. Given that one has reliable inter-

molecular potential and induced dipole functions available using a quantum

formalism the spectra of interacting pairs of molecules may be modeled. Since

for many applications the anisotropy of the interaction potential may be ne-

glected the isotropic potential approximation can be used [13]. This simplifies

the computational procedures enormous and makes it possible to do complete
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line shape calculations on personal computers within a few days. As a first step

such calculations involve the determination of the rotovibrational energies of

the bound dimer. It is already possible to compute reliable free-to-free, free-to-

bound, bound-to-free and bound-to-bound transition dipole matrix elements

so that complete spectra can be composed for comparison with measurements

and for various applications in planetary and earth science. In the past close

agreement between these calculated spectra and the measured ones has been

observed [13].

However, calculations accounting for the anisotropy of the intermolec-

ular potential may be done but are very computation intensive [9]. They may

be marginally feasible for the massive molecular systems one is concerned with

in studies of the earth’ s atmosphere. Thus, it is interesting to compare the

results of these calculations that take into account the anisotropy of the in-

termolecular potential with simplified quantum calculations that can be done

in minutes even on personal computers, whereas close coupled computations

may take months of computer time.

It should be mentioned that due to the smallness of interaction-induced

dipoles measurements of supramolecular absorption spectra are quite demand-

ing [13]. To make up for that deficiency in laboratory measurements one may

be tempted to use high gas densities. However, one has to be careful to avoid

ternary and higher-order contributions that may not be present, to such an

extent, in atmospheric research, where gas densities are generally lower. Fur-

thermore, measurements of the so-called enhancement spectra of gas mixtures
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usually possess a somewhat greater uncertainty than measurements of pure

gases [14]. This is a result of the fact that in gas mixtures such as of helium

and hydrogen one has to subtract the H2–H2 contributions from the sum of

absorptions due to the H2–H2 and H2–He pairs. Since the spectra are fairly

similar subtraction of comparable intensities renders the end result more un-

certain.

Some calculations exist that account for the anisotropy of the inter-

molecular interactions, based on the close coupled (CC) scheme ([9], [19]).

Their computational procedures are substantially more complicated and such

calculations are very time consuming.

Rotovibrational combination lines are usually very diffuse and overlap,

so much that individual lines cannot be resolved. However, in the isotropic

potential approximation their contribution to the opacity must be calculated

individually and afterwards summed over all dipole-allowed and significant

lines.

4.2 Line shape calculations

As mentioned above measurements of collision-induced absorption spec-

tra and absolute intensities are difficult and only a limited number of accurate

measurements for certain species and temperatures exist so far. However, for

astrophysical applications, in particular for the modeling of planetary and stel-

lar atmospheres, one needs absorption spectra at arbitrary temperatures. For

this, extrapolations of the measured absorption coefficients to temperatures
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and frequencies of interest are needed, but these are often inaccurate. Alter-

natively, one can rely on accurate computed absorption profiles. These profiles

can be computed with high precission and made available for applications for

arbitrary temperatures.

For computation of the binary collision-induced absorption the inter-

molecular potential, or potential energy surface is needed, in order to deter-

mine the dynamics of the collision [13]. In addition, one needs the interaction-

induced dipole surface to obtain the radiative transition probabilities [9]. For

the interaction-induced dipole surfaces the best data are almost exclusively

obtained from quantum-chemical ab initio calculations. However, the best

values for the potential of the weakly interacting van der Waals complexes are

typically semi-empirical [13]. It is generally possible with ab initio calcula-

tions to obtain the long-range attractive part and the short range repulsive

part with good precision, but for the intermediate region, better results are

obtained from measurements of scattering cross sections [13].

Given these intermolecular potentials and interaction-induced dipoles

one can compute CIA line shapes to provide astrophysicists and other spe-

cialists with the data they need. Since its discovery the understanding of

collision-induced absorption by binary systems has made huge progress and

quantum calculations of CIA line shapes are in good agreement with labora-

tory measurements [36]. For the calculation of collision-induced absorption

spectra for this work Fortran program codes and the Intel Fortran compiler

were used.
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4.2.1 Opacity calculations

For comparisons of measured spectra of diatomic molecules with quan-

tum calculations the isotropic potential approximation (IPA) [13] has been

applied. In this approximation one neglects the dependence of the intermolec-

ular potential on the orientation of the diatomic molecule, which simplifies

the calculations enormously (and makes extended calculations possible at the

elevated temperatures envisioned).

4.2.2 About collision-induced spectral “lines”

The collision-induced absorption (CIA) pair spectra consist of a great

number of spectral “lines” at the rotovibrational transition frequencies,

~ων1j1ν′
1j

′
1ν2j2ν

′
2j

′
2

= E(ν ′1j
′
1)− E(ν1j1) + E(ν ′2j

′
2)− E(ν2j2) , (4.2.1)

which are their center frequencies. The E(νiji) are the well-known ro-

tovibrational levels of the H2 molecule. ν and j are vibrational and rotational

quantum numbers, respectively. i labels the molecule (i = 1 or 2). Unprimed

quantum numbers represent the initial rotovibrational state and a prime indi-

cates the final such state of the two interacting molecules considered. It should

be remarked that ternary and higher-order collisional complexes require dif-

ferent treatment [13] and are not considered in this work. The rotovibrational

combination “lines” are actually quasi-continuous, i. e. they are very broad

(a spectroscopist would say “diffuse”) and usually overlap, so much that in-
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dividual lines cannot be resolved. Typical atomic lines in the visible have a

natural width in the order of about 10−3 cm−1, independent of temperature.

CIA “lines,” on the other hand, are rougly 100,000 times broader, amounting

in dense hydrogen gas to about 100 cm−1 at 300K, because of the short dura-

tion of a (binary) collision: ∆t ≈ 10−13 s, compared to the lifetime of atomic

states in the order of 10−8s: ∆t×∆ω ≥ 1
2
, Heisenberg’s uncertainty relation.

Nevertheless, in the IPA, their contribution to the opacity has to be calculated

individually and must be summed over all significant (dipole-) allowed lines in

the end.

The angular frequency ω = 2πf = 2πck in equation (4.2.1), and the

associated frequencies f and k, are “absolute” frequencies and always non neg-

ative. These are to be distinguished from the frequency shifts, relative to the

line centers,

ωsh = ω − ων1j1ν′
1j

′
1ν2j2ν

′
2j

′
2
. (4.2.2)

Frequency shifts are considered when the wings of the individual lines

are concerned. They may be positive or negative and will be distinguished by

a subscript, ωsh, fsh, and ksh, respectively.

4.2.3 About the ID and PE surfaces

The CIA spectra are quasi-continua in the infrared and extend at high

enough temperatures into the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum

[13]. The absorption profiles and -intensities can be calculated if
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i) the induced dipole (ID) and

ii) the intermolecular potential energy (PE) surfaces

are known (IDS, PES). These must come from quantum-chemical com-

putations that are refined to the point where the weak (!) van-der-Waals

interactions are accounted for with sufficient accuracy. K. L. C. Hunt and X.

Li at Michigan State University [33] have provided such data for pairs of highly

rotovibrating hydrogen molecules. These have been cast in spherical tensor

form, i. e. the direct results of the quantum-chemical calculations, which

are obtained in cartesian tensor form, B(r1, r2,R) with B = (Bx, By, Bz)
T ,

and V (r1, r2,R) are converted to spherical tensor form Bλ1λ2ΛL(r1, r2,R) and

Vλ1λ2L(r1, r2,R), of which only the leading component V000(r1 , r2 , R) is used

in the isotropic potential approximation [13]. r1 and r2 are the separation

vectors of the nuclei of each molecule, and R is the center-to-center separation

of the molecules, also in vector form. The λ1, λ2, Λ, and L are the expansion

parameters [13]. The dipole B is a rank 1 tensor and the potential energy V

is of rank 0. The spherical tensor components of the IDS and PES of H2–H2

complexes were made available in table form.

4.3 Calculation of collision-induced absorption spectra
from first principles

The collision-induced absorption spectra are functions of angular fre-

quency ω and temperature T and are calculated according to equation (3.2.1),
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α(ω, T ) =
2π

3~c
1

2
N2
aρ

2 ω

(
1− exp

[
− ~ω
kBT

])
V g(ω, T ), (4.3.1)

where Na is Avogadro’s number, ρ is the number density of the gas in

amagat units, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, V is the volume, and g(ω ,T) is the

spectral function [13],

V g(ω, T ) =
∑
s,s′

Ps
∑
t,t′

V Pt
1

4πε0
|〈t |Bs,s′(R)| t′〉|2 δ(ωs,s′ + ωt,t′ − ω) . (4.3.2)

Here, s = {ν1j1ν2j2} labels the initial rotovibrational states of molecules

1 and 2. A prime indicates the final state. Ps and Pt are the (temperature-

dependent) population probabilities of the molecular and the translational

states [13]. t = {Et`} labels the translational state of the collisional pair.

Dirac’s δ distribution conserves energy, with ωs,s′ given by equation (4.2.1),

and the dipole transition element will be discussed below. The spectral func-

tion may be rewritten according to [13], as

g(ω, T ) (4.3.3)

=
∑

λ1λ2ΛL

∑
s,s′

(2j1 + 1)P1C(j1λ1j
′
1; 000)2 (2j2 + 1)P2C(j2λ2j

′
2; 000)2

Gλ1λ2ΛL(ω − ωs,s′ , T ).

The G functions are the individual “line profiles”, [13],
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Gλ1λ2ΛL(ωsh, T ) = λ3
0~
∑
`,`′

(2`+ 1)C(`L`′; 000)2w(``′j1j
′
1j2j

′
2) (4.3.4)∫ ∞

0

exp

[
−Et
kT

]
dEt

∣∣∣〈t ∣∣∣Bs,s′

λ1λ2ΛL

∣∣∣ t′〉∣∣∣2
and ωsh = ω − ωs,s′ is the frequency shift relative to the line center.

Energy conservation may be written as

E(ν1j1) + E(ν2j2) + ~ω + Et = E(ν ′1j
′
1) + E(ν ′2j

′
2) + Et′ , (4.3.5)

or simply ~ωsh = Et′ − Et.

4.3.1 Supermolecular ID and PE matrix elements

The induced dipole and potential energy surfaces of a pair of hydrogen

molecules were obtained by Hunt and Li by highly refined quantum-chemical

methods, which account for the weak van-der-Waals interactions of collisional

pairs of molecules. Induced dipoles and intermolecular interaction potentials

depend on the rotovibrational states of the two molecules involved, which at

the temperatures of interest is of quite significant importance. These quantities

were obtained for a set of separations (4 ≤ R ≤ 10 bohr) and bond distances

(0.942 ≤ r1, r2 ≤ 2.801 bohr) [33]. The cartesian tensor components of rank 1

and 0 were then converted to spherical tensor components, Bλ1λ2ΛL(r1, r2, R)

and V000(r1, r2, R), the anisotropic components Vλ1λ2Λ(r1, r2, R) are ignored
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in the isotropic potential approximation. Up to 26 dipole components with

different labels λ1λ2ΛL are known, but only about half of them are significant

for opacity calculations. These B and V000 coefficients were made available in

the form of numerical tables, in atomic units.

The in equation (4.3.4) required supermolecular dipole transition ele-

ments are calculated from these tables, according to

Bs,s′

λ1λ2ΛL(R) = 〈ν1j1ν2j2 |Bλ1λ2ΛL(x1, x2, R)| ν ′1j′1ν ′2j′2〉 . (4.3.6)

The Bλ1λ2ΛL(x1, x2, R) are analytical functions, obtained by a least-mean-

squares fit of each complete table by two-dimensional polynomials of 3rd order,

with xi = ri−〈r〉 for i = 1, 2, with 〈r〉 = 1.449 bohr. It should be remarked here

that the preferrable product ansatz of two polynomials, e.g. P1(x1)× P2(x2),

did not give the desired accuracy at the more highly excited rotovibrational

states and was abandoned. The |ν1j1ν2j2〉 are the radial rotovibrational matrix

elements of the molecular pair, ignoring at this point the translational state of

relative motion of the pair. The matrix elements Bs,s′

λ1λ2ΛL(R) are made avail-

able in the so-called b- or β-functions, for example b0223.for, b0445.for, etc.,

etc., where the four numerals stand for λ1, λ2, Λ, L, and the ending .for is the

typical Fortran extension. These twentysix β functions are labeled with the

expansion parameters just mentioned, but will implicitly reflect the molecular

states s, s′ as well: Prior to any call to these β functions, there must be a call

to betacom, an entry used but once in these Fortran functions, which prepares

these functions for the various molecular states as required. It should be noted
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that the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in equation (4.3.3) eliminate all but a few

of the final rotational states:

j1 − λ1 ≤ j′1 ≤ j1 + λ1 and j2 − λ2 ≤ j′2 ≤ j2 + λ2 (4.3.7)

corresponding to the selection rules from the triangular inequalities of the

Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, with j1 ≥ 0 and j2 ≥ 0. For a given set of initial

rotovibrational quantum numbers s, all other j′ values give zero contributions

to the opacity. However, no selection rules exist for the vibrational molecular

states ν1, ν2. In other words, many overtones and combination overtones exist

in the CIA profiles.

4.3.2 Translational ID matrix elements

The in equation (4.3.4) required radial translational dipole matrix ele-

ments are obtained from equation (4.3.6) by calculating the translational wave

functions of relative motion of the pair |t〉 = |Et, `〉 by integrating the radial

Schroedinger equation (3.1.13). Since a great variety of initial and final states

is required, the intermolecular potential energy surface — the state-sensitive

intermolecular potential — must be set up such that initial and final states are

appropriately reflected. This is done by calling the entry vacumon once prior

to calling the V000rvib.for function, with the appropriate bimolecular states s

and s′. This is done automatically when running cirme.for. (This is similar to

running betacom in order to set up the β functions, also done automatically

when starting cirme.for.)
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The fortran program cirme.for computes the translational dipole matrix

elements, 〈
Et`

∣∣∣Bs,s′

λ1λ2ΛL(R)
∣∣∣Et′`′〉 , (4.3.8)

required in the individual line profiles, equation (4.3.4). Cirme stands for

“collision-induced radial matrix elements.” The program requires carefully

selected input (“cirme.in”) and produces many MB of output (“ X.RME”) to

store the significant 106 or so matrix elements and labels, equation (4.3.8).

A follow-up fortran program aline.for (for “absorption line”) then computes

the individual line profile, the integral in equation (4.3.4), and outputs files

of these profiles on a frequency and temperature grid. These must be then

summed over all significant line profiles, for use by the astronomers.

4.4 The Fortran programs

4.4.1 The LINES code

First of all one has to choose a certain mean temperature 〈T〉, a fre-

quency range one is interested in and a cut-off value for the population prob-

abilities one wants to account for in the calculations. This is input for the

program lines.for. This Fortran program gets furthermore as input the po-

tential energy levels of the atomic species under consideration. While run-

ning lines.for an output file, lines.out, is produced, which lists the quantum

numbers of the transitions that have a higher probability than the previously

described probability cut-off and are important for the temperature and fre-

quency range chosen. These quantum numbers become input for the Fortran
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program cirme.for, to be discussed in the next section.

4.4.2 The CIRME code

The collision-induced translational radial dipole matrix elements, equa-

tion (4.3.8), are computed by running cirme.for for the many “lines” that

contribute to the absorption at the frequencies of concern. cirme.for must

be compiled and linked with a beta function, the appropriate intermolecular

potential function (V000rvib.for or vaoo.for), and several mathematical sub-

routines as needed. After that, a suitable input file cirme.in must be written.

Reasonable choices must be made for a number of very important quantities,

such as:

• a suitable range of partial waves with quantum numbers 0 ≤ ` ≤ `max

• one of many “lines” of interest must be chosen: ν1j1ν2j2 → ν ′1j
′
1ν
′
2j
′
2,

depending on the frequency range considered, and corresponding to

the lines output

• an array (called a range) of frequency shifts ωsh must be chosen,

units are cm−1

• an array (called again a range) of free-state kinetic energies, ECI , of

relative motion must be chosen, for the chosen “mean temperature”,

units are also cm−1

• a few other choices may be made to shorten the extensive calcula-

tions.
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There are plenty of choices one has to make and many of them can go wrong,

but no internal warnings are issued — one just gets bad numbers. It is there-

fore of the utmost significance to check the calculations carefully every step

along the way: convergence of sum over partial waves, suitably dense range

of frequency shifts and kinetic energies, sum formulas, etc.. (Most of these

checks can be made only after running aline.for, to be discussed in the next

section). If anyone of the checks does not look 100% solid, it is often possible

to obtain a clue as to the likely cause of the inaccuracy, unless there were too

many bad choices.

Before one can compute the translational dipole matrix elements, equa-

tion (4.3.8), one needs the operator Bs,s′

λ1λ2ΛL(R) of these matrix elements. This

is done automatically: prior to every call of the beta function, the ENTRY

BETACOM is called where for the given “line” the necessary operations are

done. Similarly, for each new “line” a different intermolecular potential func-

tion is needed, which is set up automatically by calling VACOM prior to any

call to VA. It should be mentioned that the results of executing cirme.for are

stored in the file X.RME, which usually has a size between 10 and 50 MB.

Since there will in the end be very many of these, it is best to immediately run

aline.for after cirme.for and let the file X.RME be overwritten by executing

another cirme.for run. However, the results of aline.for are to be archived care-

fully — which is all that is needed for the calculations of opacities, and their

names are carefully designed so that overwriting does not happen (except the

aline.out files will go away, which is o.k. once all the checks were made).
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When choosing a “line”, selection rules must be obeyed. First λ1 and

λ2 are selected by choosing a bλ1λ2ΛL.for function, and then j1 and j2, to

obtain the possible upper rotational states (regardless of the ν1, ν2 values),

j1 − λ1 ≤ j′1 ≤ j1 + λ1, (4.4.1)

j2 − λ2 ≤ j′2 ≤ j2 + λ2,

with the additional requirements, j ≥ 0 and “even j → even j” and “odd j →

odd j” for each H2 molecule.

The chosen “mean temperature” 〈T 〉 or “mean energy” 〈Eci〉 = 〈kBT 〉

defines a meaningful range of kinetic energies, Eci, of relative motion. In pre-

vious work in the group, it was found nesessary to choose a range of free state

energies from roughly 1
20
〈kBT 〉 to 20〈kBT 〉; a geometric progression is desir-

able, which, however, limits the increments to approximately kBT or less for

the lowest temperatures of about 1
2
〈kBT 〉 anticipated. It should be remarked

that such a choice of a mean temperature permits usually opacity calculations

for temperatures T from 1
2
〈T 〉 to 2〈T 〉, if the Eci array is properly chosen.

The array of frequency shifts ωsh must go from large negative values

to large positive values, so that the lowest wing intensities are small enough

for the range of opacities anticipated. For instance, if the peak of the opacity

is, for example, 10−5 cm−1 amagat−2, and one wants the smallest meaningful

opacities to be around 1/1000 or 1/10000 of the peak, for each line opacities

must be computed down to well below that desired value. The red wing falls

off faster than the blue wing and requires smaller negative shifts than the
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blue wing. At shifts near the line center a dense grid is desirable (to get the

spectral integrals with good accuracy), but the nearly exponential fall-off of

the far wings usually permits much larger shifts (and permits reasonable inter-

and even extrapolations).

4.4.3 The ALINE code

To run aline.for, it must be compiled and linked with several mathe-

matical functions as usual. The input, aline.in, is straight-forward; a range of

temperatures should be specified such that its output can directly be included

in the opacity tables to be discussed in the next subsection. The name of the

output tape is a series of twelve one-digit numbers,

λ1λ2ΛLν1j1ν2j2ν
′
1j
′
1ν
′
2j
′
2. (4.4.2)

For example, the file with the name 022301010103 presents one of the main

quadrupole-induced components of the important (collision-induced) rotational

S0(1) line of H2: specifically molecule 1 remains in the groundstate and molecule

2 undergoes the S0(1) transition (which is (dipole-) forbidden in non-interacting

H2 molecules). Each number has just one digit - the name is 4+8 single digit

numbers long. Since rotational quantum numbers greater than 9 will eventu-

ally arise, A is used for 10, B for 11,· · · , Z for 36. It should be repeated here

once more that these files (4.4.2) must be carefully archived, if one does not

want to repeat the corresponding line calculations over and over. Aline.out is

not needed once all the necessary testing is done, described in the previous

subsection - which must precede the archiving of the above files.
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It should be mentioned here that many lines have an identical twin.

Whenever λ1 6= λ2,

λ1λ2ΛLν1j1ν2j2ν
′
1j
′
1ν
′
2j
′
2 and λ2λ1ΛLν2j2ν1j1ν

′
2j
′
2ν
′
1j
′
1 (4.4.3)

are identical (exchange of molecules!). If one wants to save computer time one

should not compute identical results (although it would be perfectly alright):

lengthy cirme calculations need not be duplicated. Rather, one must set up a

procedure that generates identical files.

4.4.4 The OPACITY code

Finally, after the contributions from all significant lines have been com-

puted in the way described above the absorption intensities from the different

dipole components and lines have to be sumed up. This is done by running the

Fortran program opacity.for. This program gets as input a selected tempera-

ture within the range of 1
20
〈kBT 〉 to 20 〈kBT 〉 and the lines that were computed

with lines.for. It produces as output a table that lists the absorption coeffi-

cient α as a function of frequency ω, in the form of a table, in increments of

20cm−1.

4.4.5 Opacity tables

The astronomers, who have great need for the opacity data, want the

results in the form of a big (!) table.

• Temperatures from 1000 to 7000 K as a minimum, in steps of 250 K.

(For brown dwarfs, temperatures down to 50K are of interest)
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• Opacities at absolute frequencies from 667 through 20,000 cm−1 are

needed, in steps of 20 cm−1.

Such tables will be readily compiled by summing the various tapes directly —

a trivial task. However, it is of great importance that these tapes are good.

4.5 The calculations

For all calculations in this work the isotropic potential approximation

(IPA) was used, which simplified the calculations enormously. An example

of an anisotropic potential CIA calculation can be found in [9]. It is easy to

generate some numbers with a computer, but the important part of the work

was to make sure that these numbers are correct and meaningful. To ensure

the reliability of the generated numbers several checks were performed:

4.5.1 Convergence of partial wave expansion

The expansion of partial waves is in general infinte. However, since

one has only finite computer time available and the higher order waves have

less and less contribution, one has to truncate the partial wave expansion at

a certain cut-off angular momentum. However, one has to make sure that one

does not truncate the partial wave expansion too soon and takes into account

all physically relevant features. The programs were run with different numbers

of included partial waves and the results of these runs were compared with each

other to ensure convergence. It should be noted that the higher the highest

energy Eci and temperature, the more partial waves are needed. Here as above
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Eci denotes the initial kinetic energy of relative motion of the colliding pair of

molecules. It should further more be pointed out that exchange force-induced

dipole components may require more partial waves than multipole-induced

ones so that it was necessary to compare the complete spectra for each number

of partial waves. Nevertheless, agreement between all calculations for different

numbers of included partial waves to better than 0.2 % was observed.

4.5.2 Properly selected array of frequency shifts ωsh

Since the collision-induced lines are very asymmetric with respect to

their line centers, negative frequency shifts as well as positive ones have to be

considered. It should be pointed out that the blue wing is much wider than

the red wing so that much larger positive frequency shifts (the blue wing) had

to be chosen than negative ones. In general, a very dense spacing was chosen

near zero frequency shifts to ensure that the zeroth moments along with the

strongest contributions of the lines were obtained accurately. Farther out into

the wings, where nearly exponential fall-off sets in, monotonically increasing

larger spacings were used, in order to ensure that spline interpolation was still

accurate. The lowest and highest frequency shifts were chosen generous.

Again to ensure numerical accuracy the programs were run with a cho-

sen array of frequency shifts ωsh and afterwards the same calculations were

repeated with an array of frequency shifts with the double step size. The

two results were compared and a relative deviation of a maximum of 0.5%

was observed. It was furthermore ensured that the line wings were computed
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down to small enough opacities, both in the red and in the blue wing. For

the strongest lines, the ratio between line center intensity to wing intensities

was larger than 107. For the weak lines, the calculated extreme wing inten-

sities where comparable to the cut-off values chosen for the strong lines. If

this were not the case, it would be possible to find steps in the final opacity

spectrum, which of course would be an undesirable artifact. In this work the

focus is on single-photon absorption processes and the broad free-free features

of collision-induced spectra. These allow for a rather sparse frequency grid, so

that the computer times were accepable.

4.5.3 Properly selected array of free state energies Eci

The initial kinetic energies of the relative motion of the colliding pair

of molecules, Eci, depend on the temperatures considered. The calculated

radial matrix elements have to be averaged over the free state energies of the

Maxwell distribution of velocities. The processes relevant for collision-induced

absorption take place in an energy intervall from roughly 1
20

kBT to 20kBT. For

the averaging procedure spline integration was chosen, based on an energy grid

Eci, properly chosen for the temperature under consideration. Similar to the

array of frequency shifts the calculations were performed with a selected array

of free state energies Eci and afterwards the same computation was repeated

with an array of free state energies with the double step size. Again the two

results were compared and the relative deviation was seen to be less than 0.5%.
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4.5.4 Accounting for all relevant lines

After a certain frequency range was chosen as input for lines.for and

the calculations were performed a wider frequency range was chosen to make

sure that all contributing transitions are included in the calculation. The

results of the two computations were compared and agreement was observed.

Afterwards the population probability cut-off was changed from 0.01 to 0.005

and the calculations were repeated. Here a significant difference between the

two calculations was observed. Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that

according to the selection rules (arising from the triangular inequality of the

Clebsch Gordan coefficients) many of the included lines are weak or have

zero intensity. Thus, lower population probability cut-offs were not further

investigated.

Since there were many choices to be made repeated calculations were

performed in order to ensure that the produced numbers are reliable. For each

change of data set a new calculation was run. As a further test of these line

shape calculations, the zeroth, first and second spectral moments have been

computed in two different independent ways: by integration of the spectral

functions with respect to frequency and also from the well known quantum

sum formulas. The two results were compared and agreement to better than

1.5% was observed.

Collision-induced (CIA) pair spectra in general consist of a great num-

ber of spectral lines at the rotovibrational combination frequencies ων1j1ν′
1j

′
1ν2j2ν

′
2j

′
2
.

However, in the IPA all these lines have to be calculated separately and af-
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terwards sumed up. It should be remarked that ternary and higher order

collisional complexes require different treatment and were not considered in

this work.

As input for the calculation of absorption profiles and -intensities the

induced dipole (ID) and the intermolecular potential energy (PE) surfaces

have to be known. As mentioned above these come from quantum-chemical

computations which are refined to the point where the weak van der Waals

interaction is accounted for with sufficient accuracy. Such data of highly ro-

tovibrating hydrogen molecules were provided for this work from K. L. C.

Hunt and X. Li at Michigan State University [33]. The direct results of the

quantum-chemical calculations which have been obtained in cartesian tensor

form were cast in spherical tensor form. For the isotropic potential approxima-

tion only the leading component is used. The isotropic interaction potential

[38] supports just one vibrational dimer level, the ground state n = 0. For

the computation of the collision-induced spectra the Schroedinger equation

(3.1.13) was integrated numerically. For supramolecules with a limited num-

ber of electrons, such as H2–H2, H2–He, ..., very accurate quantum-chemical

calculations of the dipole surfaces exist. Such ab initio results show clearly the

various dipole components: exchange force-induced dipoles show an exponen-

tial decrease with increasing separation R between the interacting molecules.

Dispersion force-induced dipoles fall of to leading order in the expansion in

terms of 1/R as R−7, and multipole-induced dipoles have their characteristic

long-range behavior of exactly R−N , with N = 3 for dipolar induction, N =
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4 for quadrupolar induction, etc. It is important to mention that quantum-

chemical studies of this kind can provide some guidance for the development of

empirical models for bigger systems that cannot be treated by the demanding

quantum-chemical methods.

For binary multi-electron supramolecules, such as the ones found in

the Earth’ s atmosphere (N2–N2, N2–O2, ...) or the H2–H2 supramolecules

considered in this work, the dipole surfaces may often be represented by the

(semi-) classical multipole-induced dipole approximation, which neglects or

else models empirically the quantum effects of the exchange forces. Generally

applicable expressions have been given by Poll and Tipping.

The multipole-induced dipole components are typically much stronger

than the overlap and exchange contributions if one or both of the interact-

ing molecules are highly polarizable [13]. Thus, the former may be neglected

or perhaps represented by small and relatively inexact, empirical corrections.

Then the induced dipole components may be computed by use of classical

electrodynamics from the knowledge of molecular multipole strengths and po-

larizabilities. Tensor calculations by Hunt and collaborators also account for

the non-uniformity of the local electric field, the gradient of the field, the dis-

persion dipole and the hyperpolarizabilities. It should be mentioned that the

electronic supramolecular spectra arise similarly by multipolar induction, but

in this case the electronic multipoles are due to electronic configurations.
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4.5.5 Symmetry considerations

The two interacting hydrogen molecules can be considered to be chemi-

cally distinguishable at the kinetic energies considered in this work [19]. Thus,

exchange of one proton belonging to molecule 1 with one of molecule 2 and

similar with 1 and 2 interchanged does not have to be considered. This proton

exchange only has to be taken into account when the two interacting molecules

have the same total nuclear spin. Therefore, p-H2 and o-H2 are distinguishable

from one another, whereas two p-H2 molecules as well as two o-H2 molecules

have to be considered identical particles and their wave functions must be

symmetrized correctly. Since for ground state hydrogen both electrons are in

s orbitals the electronic wave functions are unaffected from this operation.

p-H2 has zero nuclear spin so that the weights for symmetric, ω+, and

antisymmetric, ω−, respectively, are [9]

w+
pp = 1 (4.5.1)

and

w−pp = 0. (4.5.2)

Therefore, the only allowed solutions for the coupled equations involv-

ing p-H2 are symmetric. In the case of o-H2 molecules (nuclear spin one), the

normalized nuclear weights are
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w+
oo = 2/3 (4.5.3)

and

w−oo = 1/3. (4.5.4)

As long as no magnetic material is present in reality the probability

for spin flips is extremely small. Thus, in the present model no interaction

is involved that can flip spin, so that the ± symmetry is conserved in the

calculations.

4.5.6 The measurements

A measurement of the collision-induced rototranslational spectrum of

dense hydrogen gas at the temperature of 297.5K has been reported [9]. For

the recording of the infrared spectrum a Bruker IFS 66V Fourier-transform

spectrometer with a resolution of 0.5cm−1 was used. The calibration was done

by comparison with lines in the fundamental band of CO. For each interfero-

gram an averaging procedure over 512 scans was employed with a four-term

Blackmann-Harris apodization. The path length of the high pressure absorp-

tion cell was 214.4cm. The cell was equipped with thick CaF2 optical windows.

The hydrogen gas which was purchased from Air Liquide had an ultrahigh pu-

rity grade (99.9999%). It had an ortho/para ratio of 3:1 (normal hydrogen). At

the temperature of 297.5K the collision-induced absorption spectra of hydro-
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gen have been recorded at frequencies from 1900 to 2260cm−1 at gas densities

ranging from 51 to 204 amagats.

From the measured intensities I the absorption coefficient α(ν) may be

obtained via

α(ν) = −Log[I(ν)/I0(ν)]/L, (4.5.5)

where I denotes the transmitted intensity and I0 is the incident inten-

sity, either measured, when the cell is evacuated or filled with helium gas.

The optical path length is denoted by L. The absorption coefficient is gener-

ally a function of frequency ν, temperature T and gas density ρ. The binary

absorption coefficient is defined according to

α0(ν) = α(ν)/ρ2. (4.5.6)

It gives, to good approximation, the total absorption due to supramolecules,

if ternary and higher order contributions are negligible. In this formula ρ de-

notes the gas density. Since even in the best measurements ternary and pos-

sibly higher order contributions to the absorption may be present, the binary

absorption coefficient was obtained via extrapolation to the limit of zero den-

sity of the values α0(ν), at fixed frequencies ν spaced evenly 10cm−1 apart from

one another. For each frequency ν with increasing density ρ 12 intensities α(ν)

were recorded. This set of 12 data points was fitted by an unconstrained least

squares fit to a low-order polynomial in the gas density ρ. It was estimated
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that the absolute uncertainty of the thus defined binary absorption coefficient

is equal to the statistical error, defined as three times the standard deviation

(3σ) of the least squares fit. Compared to the uncertainty in the baseline

(I0) location the experimental errors due to the measurement of temperature,

pressure and the purity of the gas, the determination of the gas density and

the optical path length or the treatment of the interferograms are believed to

be small. In order to evaluate the uncertainty of α0(ν) statistical methods

were applied to several spectra with baselines varying within the believed un-

certainty. The thus obtained uncertainties were found to be within the range

of 3 to 8%.
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Chapter 5

Results and analysis

Translational spectra involve transitions between states of relative mo-

tion of the collisional pair, without changing the rotovibrational or electronic

states of the interacting molecules themselves. They occur at zero frequency

but due to their considerable widths, their wings generally extend well into

the microwave and far infrared regions of the electromagnetic spectrum.

As mentioned above it is very important to compare ab initio calcula-

tions of collision-induced absorption spectra with existing measurements before

one proceeds to temperatures where no measurements exist. Accurate knowl-

edge of the collision-induced absorption spectrum of molecular hydrogen in the

5µm region is necessary for detailed analyses of the atmospheres of the outer

planets. However, since the absorption is weak laboratory measurements must

be carried out at much higher densities than those encountered in planetary

atmospheres. Thus the laboratory measurements might be affected by ternary

and possibly higher order contributions that do not significantly exist in the

atmospheres.

Previously [9] a comparison of a measurement of the collision-induced

absorption by hydrogen in the rototranslational band with calculations of bi-
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nary collision-induced absorption was undertaken to test the binary nature of

the measurement, but certain inconsistencies were observed in the blue wing

of the spectrum. At that time no definite conclusion could be drawn wether

the measurement was deficient or the calculation [9]. For example, theory

could have truncated the expansion of the spherical tensor components of the

induced dipole surface to soon, when including more dipole components was

no option at that time. On the other hand, measurements of the far wing of

the translational spectrum are difficult because of the weak absorption, so that

fairly high gas densities have to be employed for recording of low-noise signals.

However, as pointed out above, with increasing gas densities ternary and per-

haps higher order contributions do usually appear which may be difficult to

separate from the the desired purely binary ones. Thus, it could have been

possible that the measurement was affected by ternary and possibly higher or-

der contributions, to an unknown extent. Theory is capable of calculating the

binary spectra. Calculations of ternary spectra have not yet been attempted.

The measurement ([9], [29]) was undertaken in the expressed desire to provide

accurate knowledge of absorption data of dense hydrogen gas at wavelengths

around 5µm where traces of other contributions could possibly be discovered

in an analysis of the Voyager spectra ([12], [8]). However, at that time no

definite conclusion could be drawn wether the measurement was deficient or

the theory.

In the meantime, new quantum-chemical calculations of the dipole sur-

faces have been made with a greater selection of spherical tensor components
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[33]. It is therefore interesting to reconsider the comparison of the latest the-

ory and the existing measurements. In the previous calculation [9] only the

λ1λ2ΛL = 0001, 0221, 0223, 2021, 2023, 2211, 2233 dipole components were

used, along with the lumped together 0443+0445 and 4043+4045 components,

as described in [63]. In the present calculation the latter dipole components

are now appropriately separated. Besides, components where one of the λ1,

λ2 equals 2 and the other 4 are now also available [33].

In figure 5.1 the rototranslational collision-induced absorption spectrum

at 300K is shown. The spectrum is given in a semi-logarithmic plot so that

regions of high and low absorption are rendered with constant relative preces-

sion. In this figure an ab initio calculation (solid curve), based on the new

dipole and potential energy surface, is compared with two measurements ([9],

[29]). Over the whole range of the frequencies shown the measured and the

calculated spectrum agree very well with each other. The quadrupole-induced

dipole components, λ1λ2ΛL = 0223, 2023 are the most important components

of the spectrum. Near the rotational lines these give the dominating contribu-

tions. Near the S0(0) and S0(1) lines, these quadrupole-induced intensities are

nearly identical with the total intensity and differ from it only at high frequen-

cies, where the quadrupole interacting with the anisotropy of the polarizability

(λ1λ2ΛL = 2233) and some other components (λ1λ2ΛL = 0221, 2021, 0443,

4043, 0445, 4045) add significantly to the total absorption. The structures are

numerous because many rotational states are populated.

In contrast to the earlier calculation [9] the calculation based on the
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Figure 5.1: The H2–H2 absorption spectrum at temperatures around 300K in
the rototranslational band. Measurements: dots: [16], crosses: [29]; calcula-
tion: solid curve
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new dipole surface reproduces the measurements in the far blue wing closely,

whereas the comparison of the earlier calculation with the measurements yielded

that the calculation gave too much intensity in the far blue wing [9]. In the

far blue wing several of the small dipole components contribute significantly

to the absorption. The λ1λ2ΛL = 0443, 0445, 4043 and 4045 dipole compo-

nents are nearly insignificant near the centers of the diffuse S lines but in the

far wing they contribute substantially to the absorption. This is obvious in

figure 5.2 which shows the calculation of the same spectrum but without these

dipole components (lower curve). For comparison the calculation from figure

5.1 (upper curve) is shown. At the lower frequencies the two curves are nearly

identical. However, in the far blue wing there is a substantial difference.

It should be remarked here that in previous calculations in the group

it was found that the spectra based on those new dipole components that

were also available in the earlier calculations, i. e. the λ1λ2ΛL = 0001,

0221, 0223, 2021, 2023, 2233 dipole components, were nearly identical with

the ones based on the old dipole surface. However, in the present calculation

the λ1λ2ΛL = 0443+0445 and 4043+4045 dipole components are now appro-

priately separated. The new dipole surface can explain the measured spectra

of the rototranslational spectrum of H2–H2 at the temperature of 300K.

It should be mentioned here that the other fifteen dipole components

have negligible contribution to the calculated spectrum. Also the λ1λ2ΛL

= 0001 dipole component has negligible contribution to the rototranslational

spectrum at the temperature of 300K. If one calculates the spectrum based
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Figure 5.2: The H2–H2 absorption spectrum at 300K (upper curve). The lower
curve corresponds to a calculation in which the λ1λ2ΛL = 0443, 0445, 4043
and 4045 dipole components were omited.
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only on the λ1λ2ΛL = 0221, 0223, 2021, 2023, 2233, 0443, 0445, 4043 and 4045

dipole components and compares it with the calculation in which all dipole

components where included the relative difference amounts to less than 1%,

which is remarkable.

The far wing is also noticeably shaped by the repulsive part of the

potential energy. The isotropic potential approximation was applied since

close-coupled calculations require prohibitive computer time. As the figure

shows, the isotropic potential approximation is in quite good agreement with

the measurement at that temperature and in the frequency range considered

here. Ab initio calculations that account for the anisotropy of the intermolec-

ular potential where not yet undertaken at the temperature of 300K. In [9] a

close-coupled calculation at the temperature of 77K was undertaken and quite

striking differences were observed between the isotropic and the anisotropic cal-

culation. However, since in calculations that take into account the anisotropy

the Hamilton operator is not diagonalizable these calculations require much

more computer time. The close-coupled calculation [9] required several months

of computer time. Since at the temperature of 300K many more excited states

have a significant population probability many more transitions can take place

which makes the computations even more time consuming. The good agree-

ment between the calculation based on the isotropic potential approximation

and the measurements suggests that the anisotropy does not have much influ-

ence on the spectra at higher temperatures. Nevertheless it would be desir-

able to compare IPA calculations with calculations that take into account the
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anisotropy of the intermolecular potential at higher temperatures, but for this

one will probably have to wait until more computer power is available.

As mentioned above, as the frequencies approach zero, absorption falls

of to zero for several reasons. One of them is stimulated emission. The rapid

increase of absorption with frequency increasing from zero and the first broad

peak correspond to translational absorption. The next two peaks near 354 and

585 cm−1 are the collision-induced S0(0) and S0(1) lines of H2. The remaining

two broad peaks are double rotational transitions of the type S(0)+S(1) and

S(1)+S(1), combined with a change of the translational state of the pair by

absorption of a single photon, truly a supramolecular feature.

5.1 Dependence of the calculated spectrum on the in-
termolecular potential energy surface

In order to model the radiative processes in the atmospheres of cool-

white dwarf stars, for which collision-induced absorption by supramolecular

complexes of hydrogen up to temperatures of at least 7000K is important, be-

sides knowledge of the dipole surface one needs accurate knowledge of the po-

tential energy surface of H2–H2. These surfaces come from quantum-chemical

calculations with the H2 bonds stretched or compressed far from equilibrium

length. Since no measurements of the collision-induced absorption for these

high temperatures exist, one has to undertake ab initio calculations which take

into account the high vibrational excitation of H2–H2. Up to now no poten-

tial was available that accounts for these high vibrational levels, since for the
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lower temperatures considered in previous ab initio calculations they could

be ignored, due to their low population probability. They also do not have

much influence at the temperature of 300K. However, for the temperatures

envisioned they have to be taken into account. For these purposes K. L. C.

Hunt and X. Li at Michigan State University [33] have provided such data

of pairs of highly rotovibrating hydrogen molecules. Nevertheless, before one

proceeds to higher temperatures it is important to test the new intermolecular

potential energy surface. Therefore the rototranslational spectrum of H2–H2

at the temperature of 300K was calculated with two different potential energy

surfaces, and the two results where compared (see figure 5.3). The Schaefer-

Koehler potential, which does not take into account the vibration of the H2

molecules, i.e. corresponds to the rigid rotor approximation, is further de-

scribed in [1], and is only applicable for the ground state of H2–H2. It is used

by linking cirme.for with the potential function vaoo.for. On the other hand,

the isotropic potential provided by Li and Hunt [33] is used by linking cirme.for

with the Fortran program V000rvib.FOR. Besides the vibrational ground state

it is furthermore applicable for highly vibrating H2–H2 supramolecules such as

those encountered at temperatures of several thousand kelvin. Nevertheless, at

low temperatures the two potential energy surfaces should give similar results

since nearly no vibrations occur at these temperatures.

As the comparison between the two differently calculated spectra (figure

5.3) shows the agreement is quite good over the complete range of frequencies

considered. The solid curve corresponds to the calculation with the potential
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Figure 5.3: The H2-H2 absorption spectrum at 300K, calculated using the
Hunt potential (solid curve), and using the Schaefer-Koehler potential (dashed
curve)
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accounting for the vibrational excitation, the dashed one to the calculation

for which the Schaefer-Koehler potential was used. The two curves are nearly

indistinguishable from one another. The difference between the two curves

is less than what can be distinguished with the accuracy of the plot. This

is remarkable, since all previous ab initio calculations of collision-induced ab-

sorption by dense hydrogen gas were based on the Schaefer-Koehler potential.

It shows furthermore that as theory suggests the vibrational excitation can be

neglected even at the temperature of 300K. What is even more this compari-

son shows that the new potential energy surface is capable of reproducing the

existing measurements. Thus it can be considered tested and one can safely

proceed to the higher temperatures which are of great interest for astrophysical

applications.

5.2 Temperature dependence of the calculated spectrum

It should be pointed out at this point that as mentioned above collision-

induced absorption spectra show a strong dependence on temperature. To

further demonstrate this dependence the rototranslational spectrum of H2–H2

has been calculated at the temperatures of 275K and 325K and was com-

pared to the calculation at 300K (see figure 5.4). At frequencies below about

600cm−1 the calculations for the three temperatures give quite similar results.

This can easy be understood by consideration of the Boltzmann factor in the

equation (3.2.1) for the absorption coefficient. At low frequencies the tempera-

ture dependence of the argument of the exponential function is negligible since
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it is small due to the small frequencies. However, as excitation energies hν

become comparable to the thermal energy kBT the temperature dependence

becomes quite striking. At the higher frequencies it can be seen that the

collision-induced absorption intensities become greater with increasing tem-

perature (see figure 5.4) which again can be understood by consideration of

the Boltzmann factor in equation (3.2.1).

While at temperatures around 300K temperature control should not

be too difficult in measurements, since these temperatures are fairly close to

room temperature, it is fair to expect measurements at different temperatures

to be likely to be affected by temperature gradients. As can be seen in figure

5.4 the temperature has a great influence on the absorption intensities. This

is a point one should keep in mind when attempting to do measurements of

collision-induced absorption at temperatures far from room temperature.

5.3 The fundamental band of hydrogen

As a further test of the new method the collision-induced absorption

of dense hydrogen gas was investigated in the fundamental band. Ab ini-

tio calculations of the absorption were compared with measurements at the

temperature of 300K (see figure 5.5). As for the rototranslational band the

agreement between fundamental theory and experiment is remarkable.

For the rototranslational band of H2–H2 it was seen that the collision-

induced absorption spectrum is essentially composed of a of number dipole

components labeled λ1λ2ΛL = 0221, 2021, 0223, 2023, 2233, 0443, 4043, 0445
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and 4045. For the fundamental band also the λ1λ2ΛL = 0001 component,

completely negligible in the rototranslational spectrum, has significant contri-

bution to the absorption, arising from overlap induction. It occurs because a

vibrating H2 molecule differs from a non-vibrating one.

Astrophysicists want to determine the species which are present in plan-

etary atmospheres as accurate as possible. Since in general one has to do this

remotely an important way of determining the abundant species is to subtract

the calculated absorption of the known species, hydrogen and helium, from

the measured absorption. The remaining absorption intensity corresponds to

other species and gives one a hint of the amount of other species present in

planetary atmospheres. Whereas regions of great absorption of molecular hy-

drogen have been known accurately for quite a while the same cannot be said

about regions of weak absorption. Therefore, the region of weak absorption

by collisional hydrogen complexes in between the rototranslational and funda-

mental band was further investigated. In figure 5.6 the calculated absorption

of this region is magnified so that astrophysicists and other specialists may

find information about this important absorption region.

5.4 The first and second overtone of hydrogen

At the temperature of 300K there are furthermore measurements re-

ported of the collision-induced absorption by H2 in the first and second over-

tone region. As a further test of the new method ab initio calculations of the

absorption were undertaken for these absorption regions and compared with
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the measurements (see figures 5.7, 5.8). Again close agreement between cal-

culated and measured spectra is observed (see figures 5.7, 5.8), which demon-

strates that the new method is capable of reproducing the existing measure-

ments closely.

5.5 Proceeding to higher temperatures

In figure 5.9 the complete collision-induced absorption spectrum of hy-

drogen at the temperature of 300K from 0 to 20000cm−1 is shown. For better

clarity of the plot the measurements are obmitted in this plot. As outlined

above astrophysical applications require the knowledge of the collision-induced

absorption by molecular hydrogen pairs up to temperatures of several thou-

sand kelvin. Extensive comparison between the fundamental theory and ex-

isting measurements at temperatures of 300K has yielded excellent agreement.

With the new dipole and potential energy surfaces [33] it is now possible to

proceed to higher temperatures where there are no measurements for compar-

ison with the theory. These ab initio calculations of the absorption at higher

temperatures have been undertaken, beginning at temperatures of 300K and

successively proceeding to higher temperatures [33]. As an example for such

calculations that cannot be compared with measurements since there are no

measurements available in this work the collision-induced absorption spectra

of collisional hydrogen complexes at temperatures of 600K (see figure 5.10),

1000K (see figure 5.11) and 2000K (see figure 5.12) are shown, again from 0

to 20000cm−1. Since there are no measurements one has to rely on the cal-
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culated absorption spectra, supported by excellent agreement between theory

and measurements at lower temperatures.
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Appendix

In the following the physical constants and units which are important

for this work are listed. Numbers in parantheses represent the uncertainties

of the constants.

1 Debye = 0.3934267 atomic units of dipole strength = 3.335611×10−30C×m

[13]

speed of light in vacuum:

c = 299 792 458 m×s −1 [25]

Planck constant:

h = 6.626 068 96(33)×10−34 J×s [25]

Planck constant, reduced:

~ = h/2π = 1.054 571 628(53)×10−34 J×s [25]

electron charge magnitude:

e = 1.602 176 487(40)×10−19 C [25]

electron mass:

me= 9.109 382 15(45)×10−31 kg [25]

proton mass:

mp= 1.672 621 637(83)×10−27 kg [25]

unified atomic mass unit (u):
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(mass 12C atom)/12 = (1 g) / (NA mol) = 1.660 538 782(83)×10−27 kg

[25]

permittivity of free space:

ε0 = 8.854 187 817...×10−12 F×m−1 [25]

Avogadro constant:

NA = 6.022 141 79(30)×10 23 mol−1 [25]

Boltzmann constant:

kB= 1.380 6504(24)×10−23 J×K−1 [25]

the irrational number π:

π ≈ 3.141 592 653 589 793 238 [25]

conversion from inches to meters:

1 in = 0.0254 m [25]

conversion from electron volts to Joule:

1 eV = 1.602 176 487(40)×10−19J [25]

kBT at 300 K = [38.681 685(68)]−1 eV [25]
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